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Although many studies on shortest-path algorithms have been conducted in 
the past, few of them have considered the time and effort required to obtain and 
update the weight property of the network arcs.  For transportation-related problems – 
due to the size and complexity of the network – preparing, updating, and transmitting 
the network database on which the shortest-path algorithms perform can be a 
challenge. 
 
This study designed a Transportation Shortest Path Search Area (TSPSA) 
model to enhance the database preparation and updating step before any shortest-path 
search algorithm can start processing.  Taking advantage of the characteristics of the 
transportation networks, this new TSPSA model divides a transportation network into 
hierarchical levels of areas, and uses an elliptical search area to reduce the amount of 
data required by existing methods. For testing the designed TSPSA model, the DC-
Baltimore metropolitan area roadway network was selected as a performance case 
study. The network GIS map was obtained by translating Census 2000 Topologically 
Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing system (TIGER) files into GIS 
shape files.  
 
Using the TSPSA model, when the Origin and Destination (OD) Euclidean 
distance increases, the amount of data saving increases; concurrently, the maximum 
percent error between the TSPSA model and other traditional models rapidly 
decreases. The percentage of the data saving is around 75% to 85%, which means the 
data transmitting time is reduced about 80%. Moreover, the maximum percent error 
between the TSPSA model and other traditional models reduces to less than 5% when 
the Euclidean distance between the original and destination points (ED) is greater 
than 1.8 miles in urban areas.  Similarly, the maximum percent error reduces to less 
than 5% when ED is greater than 4 miles in suburban areas, and less than 5% when 
ED is greater than 9 miles in rural areas. 
 
v 
The study concludes that the TSPSA model greatly reduces shortest-path 
search area data size, and increases the data transmitting speed between the 
information control center and its clients. It contributes to speeding up the shortest-
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Finding the shortest path between a pair of origin and destination points in a 
network is a fundamental problem of network theory; an algorithm for this task has 
numerous applications, in fields from operations research to polymer science.  As a 
result, the subject of a shortest-path searching algorithm has been extensively studied in 
the past; the emphasis of these efforts, however, has been largely limited to either a 
mathematical exercise or the application of larger and faster computers.  In the realm of 
real-world transportation engineering applications – where there are shortest-path 
problems galore – one does not always need to use and, hence, find the singular “true” 
optimal solution.  Often times any one of the near-optimal solutions would be adequate, 
as the transient and stochastic nature of the real world almost always makes the true and 
exact theoretical optimum rather pointless, yet quite expensive. 
 
While many past studies focused on establishing or enhancing an algorithm – 
which, for this study’s purposes, is considered a computational procedure for solving the 
shortest-path problem – little was done on examining the topological nature of the 
network in which these shortest paths reside.  Human instinct and common sense often 
provide better search guidelines in eliminating a large portion of nodes and arcs in search 
of the shortest path than do most algorithms, which would often search through a large 
portion, if not the entirety, of the network space.  Although some heuristic algorithms 
explored the implicit possibility of confining the search area for the shortest path, the 
results largely depend on the techniques implemented and therefore vary broadly. 
 
It is also common for most algorithms to presume the ready availability of a large 
amount of information regarding the general costs (e.g., travel time associated with each 
arc, or link).  In other words, issues concerning the manpower, time, and space needed to 
collect, store, and update these data are usually treated as “external” to the efficiency of 
1 
an algorithm and cast aside.  Such practice may be considered acceptable when the 
subject at hand is static, deterministic, and stationary in nature, but the majority of real-
world traffic and transportation operational problems are unfortunately dynamic, 
stochastic, and transient.  The travel time on a highway arc changes by the minute, is 
unpredictable, and can deteriorate at a drastic rate without notice.   
 
Resource requirements associated with data collection, data structure design, and 
other aspects of the network database preparation effort can rise rather quickly – often as 
a function of the network size – and thus dwarf whatever benefit a potentially efficient 
algorithm may generate.  This may explain why many shortest-path algorithms were 
designed, tested, and often applied in hypothetical networks, or “real” networks with 
static cost information.  If data preparation efforts were included in the total cost of any 
shortest-path searching problem, it would be easy to recognize that savings enjoyed by 
reducing such effort are too sizable to be ignored. 
1.2 Shortest-Path Problems in Transportation 
In the world of transportation, shortest-path problems are encountered virtually 
every day: individual trip planning; area-wide transportation management, in terms of 
emergency vehicle routing; evacuation planning; goods movement; and real-time traffic 
operations.  The eventual deployment of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) relies 
on a good estimation, if not direct measurement, of the time-varying travel costs to help 
assess and support traffic management decisions.  While existing shortest-path algorithms 
can provide satisfactory results under ideal circumstances, their performances are likely 
compromised when subjected to data availability problems, computer power limitations, 
and short turn-around time for real-time operations. 
 
Transportation-related shortest-path problems are a unique subset of the more 
generic ones that are usually studied by computer scientists.  Shortest-path problems in a 
real-world transportation roadway systems are confined to a physical network, which 
resides on a more or less flat and, hence, two-dimensional surface.  Based on the 
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following observations, a generic shortest-path algorithm can be refined and, hopefully, 
be made more efficient. 
 
1. While the cost of an arc is often stochastic and time-varying, the nature of 
transportation (i.e., overcoming geographical distances) often implies that the 
general cost – be it travel time, shipping cost, fuel consumption, air emission, 
crash exposure, or the actual distance – is a function of distance on a 
reasonable order of magnitude. 
 
2. The shortest path on a real-world roadway network usually follows the 
general direction from the origin to the destination.  That is, one seldom gains 
efficiency by traveling in an opposite direction (from destination (D) to origin 
(O)); this is a point often overlooked, if not lost entirely, in a hypothetical 
network construct that has no geographical representation. 
 
3. A transportation network affords an unusual amount of redundancy so as to 
offer accessibility to every single node in the system.  As such, given a 
reasonable geographical boundary to work within, one could almost always 
find a path from an origin to a destination even if the path is not the overall 
shortest-path. 
 
4. The stochastic nature of a transportation network with dynamic traffic 
activities makes it next to impossible to verify if a pre-selected path between 
O and D is truly the shortest one, even in retrospect.  On the other hand, there 
could be many alternate routes with costs within the reasonable and tolerable 
margin of that of the so-called shortest-path.  Practicality would – and often 
must – accept such a near-optimum on a daily basis. 
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For example, when making an emergency evacuation plan for a high-risk area 
(e.g., in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant), the availability of roadway network 
information, as well as traffic condition data, is essential to most shortest-path algorithms 
that the evacuation planning process employs.  However, the collection of accurate traffic 
data to determine travel time on roadway segments can be costly, and frequent updates of 
such data can be even more difficult.  On the other hand, the common sense of moving in 
the general directions away from the “hot spot,” or the origin, would certainly help 
reduce the number of searches involved in a generic shortest-path algorithm.  Such a 
common sense approach, though seemingly simplistic, is seldom utilized in the 
application of generic shortest-path algorithms, which possess no geographical insight or 
instinctive understanding of the real world. 
1.3 Objective 
The objective of this research is to gather the topological characteristics of the 
transportation network, and define a search area model for the implementation of 
shortest-path search algorithms.  Such a search area model would reduce the data size on 
which the shortest-path search is performed, and therefore reduce the time and effort 
required to maintain and update the database. 
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2. Literature Review and Motivation 
2.1 Basic Network Concepts 
The underlying mathematical model for networks derives from graph theory, 
which examines the relationships or connections among members of a set.  A (directed) 
graph, G (N, A), is a set N of elements, and a set A of ordered pairs of the elements from 
N.  The elements of N are called nodes (or points, or vertices) and the elements of A are 
called arcs (or links, edges, or branches).  A network is a graph that explicitly 
accommodates interaction or movement behavior.  Nodes are locations where flow 
originates, terminates or relays, while arcs are the conduits for flow between nodes.  Arcs 
can represent physical conduits (e.g., a road segment), or logical relationship (e.g., airline 
service between two cities).  An important difference between a network and a graph is 
that a network can accommodate weights associated with each arc.  In general, an arc 
weight is a function that represents the unit flow cost for that arc (i.e., the cost incurred 
by one unit of flow when traversing the arc).  Although arc weight can be negative in 
general, it is often required that each arc weight be non-negative, as negative costs can 
create complications when attempting to determine important network properties, such as 
shortest paths.  This simplification is consistent with the nature of transportation 
networks where arc weight is usually determined by such non-negative costs as travel 
time, distance, and the like.  Appropriate scaling of the weights can easily circumvent this 
restriction [1]. 
2.2 Shortest-Path Problem 
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Starting from a node i, it is often found that a sequence of directionally-oriented 
arcs connects node i to another node j.  Node i in this sequence is called the origin, node j 
is called the destination, and the sequence of connecting arcs is called the path from node 
i to node j.  The length of the path is the sum of the weights of all arcs in the path.  In a 
network, there are many paths that go from node i to node j, and these paths usually have 
different lengths.  The path that has the minimum length is called the shortest path from 
node i to node j, and the length of the shortest path is called the shortest distance from 
node i to node j. 
 
Computer algorithms solving the shortest-path problem can be further grouped 
into several different categories [2]:  
 
• Finding shortest paths from a fixed node to all other nodes in an N-node 
network 
• Finding shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in a network 
• Finding shortest path between a pair of nodes in a network 
 
The shortest-path problem encountered in transportation area generally falls into 
the last category, since the goal in this field, usually, is finding the best route to reach a 
destination from a given origin. 
2.3 Shortest-Path Algorithms 
A shortest path from a given origin to a given destination is composed of shortest 
paths between all intermediate locations on that path.  In other words, a shortest path 
from node i to node j which contains an intermediate node k must consist of: i) a shortest 
path from node i to node k; and, ii) a shortest path from node k to node j [3].  This 
“intermediate shortest paths” property provides the basic mechanism for computing 
shortest paths.  It implies that the shortest path from an origin to a destination can be 
derived by computing the shortest paths from that origin to the intermediate nodes, and 
then assembling the overall shortest path from the intermediate shortest paths.   
2.3.1 Uniform Search Procedures 
Uniform search procedures apply operators to nodes without using any special 
knowledge about the problem domain (other than knowledge about what actions are 
legal) [4].  
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2.3.1.1 Breadth-first search 
Perhaps the simplest uniform search procedure is breadth-first search, in which all 
nodes directly connected to the current base node are scanned before scanning other 
nodes [5].  A sweep-like search proceeds uniformly outward from the start node in 
concentric “rings” of increasing depth from the origin [6].  Breadth-first search has the 
property that when a goal node is found, the shortest path to the goal is also found.  A 
disadvantage of breadth-first search, however, is that it requires the generation and 
storage of a tree whose size is exponential in the depth of the goal node. 
2.3.1.2 Depth-first search 
Depth-first search is a probe-like exploration of the network that looks for nodes 
at increasing depth from the origin, returning only after reaching a “dead-end” [6].  This 
procedure generates the successors of a node only one at a time, by applying individual 
operators.  A trace is left at each node to indicate that additional operators can eventually 
be applied there, if needed.  At each node, a decision must be made about which operator 
to apply first, which next, and so on; as soon as a successor is generated, one of its 
successors is generated, and so on.  To prevent the search process from running away 
toward nodes of unbounded depth from the start node, a depth bound is used, whereby no 
successor is generated whose depth is greater than the depth bound.  This bound allows 
for the ignoring of parts of the search graph that have been determined as not containing a 
sufficiently close goal node. 
2.3.1.3 Uniform-cost search 
Uniform-cost search [7], also referred as the Dijkstra algorithm in the literature, is 
a variant of breadth-first search in which nodes are expanded outward from the start node 
along “contours” of equal cost, rather than along contours of equal depth.  If the costs of 
all arcs in the network are identical, then uniform-cost search is the same as breadth-first 
search.  Uniform-cost search can, in turn, be considered a special case of a heuristic 
search procedure, which will be discussed next. 
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2.3.2 Heuristic Search Procedures 
A process is called “heuristic” when problem-specific information exists to guide 
the “discoverer”.  A heuristic method sometimes is also called the best-first method, since 
the search proceeds preferentially through nodes that the pre-obtained information 
indicates might be on the best path to the goal.  While some of the literature refers to 
“near optimal” solutions as heuristic, it is not true that a heuristic search procedure cannot 
generate the “optimal” answer.  The closeness of the solution to the optimal one, actually, 
depends on the “quality” of the heuristic. 
 
There are many algorithms in this search procedure category, including generate-
and-test, hill climbing, problem reduction, constraint satisfaction, and means-ends 
analysis, and the like [8].  Perhaps the most important one to the shortest path in a 
transportation network problem is the A* (A-star) algorithm, which was first presented 
by Hart et al. [9, 10].  A* has good convergence properties and also performs well in 
practice.  Rather than finding the shortest-path tree from the origin to all nodes in the 
network, A* is devoted to finding the shortest path between a pair of origin and 
destination nodes, which is a problem more commonly encountered in the transportation 
area [11].   
 
When the search for the goal proceeds, a node is “settled” when it is permanently 
labeled by the procedure.  The node label function l(i) of the A* algorithm consists of 
two additive components: 
                                             l(i) = f(i) + h(i) 
where f(i) is the shortest-path cost from the origin to node i, the current node, and h(i) is 
the estimated shortest-path cost from node i to the destination node.  In other words, each 
node’s label is the current estimate of the shortest-path cost from the origin to the 
destination constrained to go through that node.  The h(i) component of the node label 
helps to focus the search on the destination node rather than simply generate a shortest-
path tree rooted at the origin node [4].   
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The performance of A* depends critically on the specification of the “look-ahead” 
function h(i).  A* is guaranteed to return the optimal shortest path, if the network does not 
have negative arc costs and if the look-ahead function never overestimates the true cost of 
the shortest path from the current node to the destination [12, 13].  Specifying a look-
ahead function that meets this requirement involves a trade-off between the 
computational expense of computing that function, and the savings enjoyed by narrowing 
the search in the overall algorithm.  For example, we could define h(i) = 0 for every node 
in the network.  This requires no additional computational burden and meets the 
requirements on that function.  However, the overall algorithm would behave like a 
standard Dijkstra-like search and offer no performance advantage.  When applying A* to 
transportation networks, an effective strategy is to use the Euclidean distance between the 
current node, and the destination node as the look-ahead measure.  This focuses the 
search geographically towards the destination node.  If arc costs are a function of 
distance, this easily-computed look-ahead measure will also meet the requirements 
discussed above (Nilsson 1998).  
 
Shekhar, Kohli and Coyle [13] and Shekhar and Fetterer [14] analyze the 
performance of A* as a shortest-path routing algorithm for ITS applications.  They 
compare A* with a breadth-first search strategy and the Dijkstra algorithm.  Their 
experiments use a synthetic grid network, as well as an actual road network 
(Minneapolis, a mid-sized city in the midwestern United States).  Euclidean and 
Manhattan distance functions serve as the look-ahead measure.  Results clearly suggest 
that A* is promising for ITS and other time-demanding routing applications.  With 
respect to the synthetic networks, A* outperformed the breadth-first and Dijkstra 
algorithms where the origin-destination path cost was smaller than the diameter of the 
network (the maximum shortest-path length in the network).  It also performed better if 
distribution of arc costs is skewed, such that arc costs between the origin and destination 
tend to be lower than average.  With respect to the real road network, A* greatly 
outperforms Dijkstra, but outperforms the breadth-first search strategy only for short path 
lengths.  Results indicate that the look-ahead function is critical: the Manhattan function 
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outperforms the Euclidean function on the grid networks, and it does not meet the 
required conditions on h(i) for the real-world network.    
2.4 Algorithm Evaluation 
An important aspect of an effective algorithm is its efficiency in solving a 
problem.  Some criteria for evaluating the efficiency of an algorithm are [2]: 
 
1. The number of operations required to execute an algorithm – for example, 
additions, subtractions, comparisons, transferring and labeling operations, and 
operations to generate loop indices. 
 
2. The running time required by a computer to execute the algorithm, which is 
usually proportional to the number of operations required to execute the 
algorithm. 
 
3. The amount of computer memory required to store the raw data, and the 
intermediate results. 
 
4. The number of operations required to input and output the data between the 
central memory unit and peripheral memory unit. (This is applicable where 
peripheral memory units are used to store data.) 
 
5. The amount of computer memory required to store the computer program of 
the algorithm. 
 
6. The complexity of programming the algorithm for computer applications. 
 
Although efficiency can be interpreted in a broad sense to include all computing 
resources, an algorithm’s efficiency is measured most often in terms of the time required 
for the calculation.  Generally the time requirements dominate the “space” (memory) 
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requirements of an algorithm (i.e., it usually requires more “time” than “space” to run an 
algorithm).  Therefore, the “fastest” algorithm for a problem is likely to be the most 
efficient, overall [15, 16]. 
 
Measuring the time requirements of an algorithm is not as straightforward as it 
might appear at first glance.  Simply coding the algorithm, executing it on a computer 
and measuring execution time for different sizes of problem does not always provide a 
definitive answer.  Actual execution time can be affected by many factors; these can 
include the computer language, the skill of the programmer in translating the algorithm to 
the language, the computer’s hardware configuration, its operating system, whether or not 
the computer is networked, what else was going on in the computer and network when 
the code executed, and so on.  Therefore, a run-time analysis does not provide definitive 
results, unless performed within very carefully controlled experimental settings. 
 
Instead of run-time analyses, more general (albeit more vague) answers can be 
achieved by complexity analysis, which attempts to derive a rough but general assessment 
of the time required for an algorithm.  Rather than estimate the precise time, a complexity 
analysis identifies a general classification based on the time required.  This is 
accomplished by ignoring such machine-dependent details as the time required for a 
given operation.  Instead, the algorithm is classified by the general number of operations 
required as a function of input size.  In sacrificing detail and precision, a statement that 
can be generalized to any computational platform (including computers that do not yet 
exist, but are conceivable) is achieved. 
 
The number of operations required for a problem of a given size can vary, 
depending on the characteristics of the input data.  For example, the operations required 
by a shortest-path routing algorithm for a network of size n (where n is the number of 
nodes) can vary, depending on the connectivity in the network and the arrangement of the 
input data.  Therefore, the time complexity of an algorithm for a given problem size is 
actually a distribution of times rather than a single number [6].  
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The distribution of run-times for an algorithm is usually summarized in two ways: 
an average-case analysis can determine the expected number of operations for a given 
problem size, while the asymptotic or worse-case analysis determines an upper bound or 
the guaranteed maximum number of operations required [16].  To be more precise, the 
general “class” of the upper bound (and not the exact upper bound) is determined.  For 
example, two algorithms that are in the same class can have very different run-times in 
practice.  Also, the worse-case described by the upper bound may occur only very rarely 
in practice.  Nevertheless, worse-case analysis is more common than average-case 
analysis since it provides more definitive statements and is often easier to determine [3]. 
 
The Big-O notation is commonly used to indicate the asymptotic time class of an 
algorithm.  If an algorithm has an asymptotic time complexity of , the upper 
bound on the number of operations for a problem size of n is in the class .  A bit 





( )nkg  for an input size n, 
where k is some constant [6, 16].  The constant k is ignored, since it is subject to 
implementation details that vary by machine; it is therefore not of interest in the general 
analysis.    
 
Table 2-1 provides a general classification of asymptotic complexity classes.  
Although not strictly in the “spirit” of complexity analysis, Table 2-1 also provides 
simulated run-times based on an assumed time required for each operation.  Note that 
complexity classes can be placed into two general groups: those that require polynomial 
time (“constant” through “cubic”), and those that require exponential time.  In general, 
polynomial time algorithms are suitable for applied problems, while exponential time 
algorithms are not, for reasons illustrated in the table.  However, quadratic and cubic time 
algorithms, while polynomial, may require a large amount of time for a large problem. 
Keep in mind that the complexity classes are very general; therefore, even if two 
algorithms are linear (for example), it may take much longer in practice if each operation 
requires a large amount of time.   
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Table 2-1: Algorithm complexity classes and examples (Source: [11]) 
 
 
Simulated run times1 Complexity 
class 
( )( )ngO
 n= 10 n= 20 n= 30 n= 40 n= 50 n= 60 
Comments 












Most of the procedures in the algorithm are 
executed once or just a few times.  Ideal 
situation, but rarely achieved for 
sufficiently interesting problems 












Algorithm solves a "big" problem by 
cutting its size by some constant factor and 
transforming it into a "small" problem  












Each input element is subjected only to a 
small amount of processing  












Algorithm solves "big" problem by 
breaking it down to a set of "small" 
problems, solving each one independently, 
and then assembling the overall solution 
from the smaller solutions  












Algorithm must process all pairings of 
input elements.  Practical only for small 
problems  












Algorithm must process triples of input 




1.0 second 17.9 
minutes 











Characteristic of "brute-force" (simple, 
straightforward and not very clever) 
algorithms applied to complex problems.  





2.5.1 Database Preparation 
Almost none of the literature found about shortest path searching considers the 
time and effort required to obtain the weight property of network arcs.  This may be 
acceptable for such applications as computer games, since the developers usually have 
absolute control over the network property and its behavior.  However, in a transportation 
network, the weight of any single arc (i.e., travel time) must be collected by special 
devices; furthermore, the stochastic nature of the network requires continuous 
measurement of this fundamental network property in order to guarantee an optimal 
solution.  
 
ITS technology has made it possible to collect real-time traffic information, from 
which network properties (such as travel time on each arc) can be derived.  But the cost 
to deploy these technologies and devices is often significant and prohibitive, thus 
precluding large-scale deployment.  Without real-time traffic information, any “exact” 
and expensive (with respect to computational cost) shortest-path algorithm becomes 
rather pointless.  When the shortest-path problem in a real transportation network turns 
into a search for the closest answer based on limited knowledge of the network, knowing 
how to narrow down the search area with minimal sacrifice on accuracy becomes crucial. 
2.5.2 Data Processing and Transmitting 
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On the other hand, when real-time traffic data (or periodically-updated traffic 
data) do become available, how to take advantage of the data becomes a problem.  For 
example, there are two types of practice in dealing with the vehicle routing problem. One 
is that each individual vehicle is equipped with path-finding hardware and software. A set 
of the roadway network database is also available on board.  This kind of vehicle can 
search for its shortest path, independent of any other interference.  However, it is obvious 
that the on-board database cannot be updated often when real-time traffic data are 
available.  From time to time, it can direct the vehicle right into a traffic jam, according to 
the on-board static database.  Also, considering the high cost of such on-board 
equipment, it is fair to assume that the number of such vehicles out there with this feature 
would be very low.   
 
The other type of practice involves a traffic center and the vehicles it serves.  A 
good power computer system and well-maintained roadway database is located in the 
center.  When an individual vehicle needs routing information, it sends in a query 
between a pair of origin and destination locations (OD).  The center can either find the 
route and send only the route information, or send the roadway network that contains the 
shortest path between that OD pair to the vehicle, and then the vehicle can do the search 
using an on-board, low-power computing device.  Either way involves data transmitting 
between the center and its client.  When the roadway traffic information is available on 
the static level, it makes sense to send the client only the search result – the route between 
the queried OD.  However, when there is new traffic information available, the center 
will need to update the current location of the client as the origin, search for the current 
shortest path, and then notify the client.  This practice increases the center’s workload 
drastically when demand is high, such as during an emergency evacuation.  Such 
increases can lead to system slowdown or even failure at times.   
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On the other hand, if the center sends out small pieces of roadway network 
information to the clients, the auto inhabitants can, in turn, perform a on-board shortest-
path search.  The center can send the smaller-sized update files to its clients, but in such 
practice, the data transmitting size is critical to its success.  As a matter of fact, no matter 
what type of practice is chosen, data size will always be critical to a successful service.  It 
is noticed that some methods mentioned in the reviewed literature claim that some 
algorithms do not search through the entire set of nodes and arcs, and that sometimes the 
number of nodes and arcs involved can be small.  However, these algorithms do not 
predict which (if any) of the arcs and nodes are going to be redundant in the searching 
process.  In other words, they still rely on the readiness of every possible node and arc, 
and offer no solution in reducing the data preparation or the data transmitting effort. 
2.5.3 Graphical Characteristics 
When choosing a route to an arbitrary destination, human instincts can usually 
offer a satisfactory guide about where this route would be located.  For example, the 
route should head towards the general direction of the destination; there should be a 
minimal amount backtracking, etc.  Instead of planting heuristic functions in every 
computational step – which would accumulate to a considerable percentage of the total 
computation time, as is the case in the A* algorithm – it may be worthwhile to narrow 
down the search area in one single step at the beginning.  To this end, three questions 
need to be answered: 
 
1. Is there a simple-shaped sub-network or cut area that would contain, at a very 
high probability, the shortest path between an arbitrarily chosen OD pair? 
 
2. How can one find and, ultimately, formulize this area? 
 
3. What is the relationship between this area and the relative locations and/or 
positions of the OD nodes in the network? 
 
Obviously, when searching for the shortest path between two nodes in, say, 
Washington, DC, one does not need to look at any arc in San Francisco.  That is, a certain 
kind of spatial concept ought to be applied to get rid of a collection of arcs and nodes that 
would not be a part of the optimal solution – and which would only slow down the search 
process, if included.  A circular shape with the origin and destination located near the two 
ends of the same diameter was once demonstrated by Han [17] to be a sufficient area for 
searching the shortest path in a transportation network.  Later, Han and Mackey also 
pointed out that for a real-world transportation network, the area could be further reduced 
into an elliptical shape [18]. 
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To answer these questions, this dissertation will focus on the simplest yet most 
fundamental representation of a transportation network: an L1 metric [19], which 
resembles a dense rectangular grid of roadways intersecting at right angles. 
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3. Network Representation  
3.1 L1 and L2 Metric 
In an L1 metric, a movement has to follow two perpendicular directions, as on a 
grid.  The distance between two nodes in an L1 metric is the Manhattan distance.  In an 
L2 metric, objects can move to all directions on the same plane; therefore, distance 
between two nodes in an L2 metric is the Euclidean distance.  In other words, in a two-
dimensional space, the L1 distance between two arbitrary nodes (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is |x1- 
x2| + |y1- y2|, while the L2 distance between the same pair is [(x1- x2)2 + (y1- y2)2]½. 
 
Since civilian vehicles in a surface transportation network usually follow the 
paved or otherwise established roadways, the L1 metric is a simple yet plausible 
representation of the network.  On the other hand, military vehicles sometimes move off-
road; in such circumstances, they can be modeled in an L2 metric.  This study will focus 
on the L1 metric representation of transportation networks. 
3.2 Hierarchical Road Grid 
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In a transportation network, roads can be classified into different functional 
groups, such as freeways, arterials, local roads, etc.  Average travel speeds on different 
classes of road vary significantly, but travel speeds on roads at the same level are often 
within a relatively small range of difference. Therefore, the roadway network can be 
divided into groups of sub-networks, according to the functional classification of the 
roadways.  When real traffic operation data are available, the real travel speed on each 
road may be a better measure to classify the network into different service level groups, 
since it can give users more accurate shortest-path results.  While the classification can be 
based on different scenarios, the basic concept and algorithm stays the same.   Roadways 
on the same level are expected to perform similarly while differing from those on the 
other levels. Also, higher-level roads are expected to perform better (i.e., faster speed) 
than lower-level ones.  In the following analysis, a two-level network is chosen to 
demonstrate the theory and process, while for real-world problems, it is possible that 
many levels would be involved.  They will be regarded as high-level and low-level from 
this point forward. 
 
As shown in Figure 3-1, the entire L1 network is divided into high-level sub-
network and low-level sub-network.  Each side of every square in the grid represents two 
directed arcs, going in opposite directions. The geometric parameter N denotes the 
number of square grids in the X-axis direction and M denotes the number of squares in 
the Y-axis direction. Another important parameter D1 is the high-level grid width along 
the X-axis, and D2 is the high-level grid height along the Y-axis. All nodes and arcs on 
the high-level sub-network are denoted as high-level nodes (NH) and high-level arcs 
(AH), respectively. Any intersection between high-level arcs is defined as an NHI node. 
Similarly, all nodes and arcs on the low-level sub-network are denoted as low-level nodes 
(NL) and low-level arcs (AL), respectively.  A zone is defined as the area that is bounded 
by a single high-level sub-network grid. Therefore, in a zone, there are only high-level 
arcs at the boundary and low-level arcs in the middle.  The bold lines, in Figure 3-1, 





tR =  
where t  is the average travel time along one unit length of low-level arc, and L
Ht  is the average travel time along one unit length of the high-level arc.  
 
The low-level arcs are, by definition, more costly than the high-level arcs; 
therefore, it is always true that R >1. If the cost of low-level arcs is set to 1, then the cost 
of high-level arcs will be 1/R. 
 
Based on the above grid network definition, the following can be derived: 







Figure 3-1: Two level grid network concept 
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Total number of arcs is ( ) NMMN 42 ++  
Total number of O-D pairs is ( ) ( ) ( )( )1111 22 ++−++ MNMN  




The grid network is highly symmetric. If one rotates the grid network 90o, 180o or 
270o, one can obtain the same network through re-labeling the nodes. Therefore, the 
distance relations are preserved.  Hence, the shortest path from any node O to any node D 
is invariant under the rotations. 
 
The above L1 grid network is a simple abstraction of the real roadway network; 
with some modification, however, it can be made to mirror a real roadway network.  For 
example: 
• Instead of fixed costs, assign real-time cost to arcs. 
• Instead of treating arcs as a two-way street and hence converting them into 
two directed arcs, mark the one-way streets as “one direction only” arcs. 
• The same level roadways divide the network into zones.  Width D1 and height 
D2 are variables so that zone sizes are not fixed. 
3.3 O-D Pair Types in L1 and L2 Metric 
The possible Origin and Destination (OD) pairs are divided into six types, as 
shown in Figure 3-2. 
 
Type 1: O is NH, D is NH, and O is not in the same zone with D. 












O1 O2  
 
Figure 3-2: O-D pair types in two-level network 
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Type 3: O is NL, D is NL, and O is not in the same zone with D. 
Type 4: O is NL, D is NL, and O is in the same zone with D. 
Type 5: O or D is NL, and the other one is NH, O is not in the same zone with D. 
Type 6: O or D is NL, and the other one is NH, O is in the same zone with D. 
3.4 Basic Shortest-Path Rules for Different OD Pairs  
Using the two-level L1 metric that has been defined in session 3.2, EN denotes 
the node at which the shortest path from a low-level Origin node enters the high-level 
sub-network, while EX represents the node at which the shortest path from high-level 
sub-network exits into the low-level sub-network.  Zone (O) denotes the zone in which 
the Origin node locates.  Zone (D) denotes the zone in which the Destination node 
locates.  The following Rules are then set to define the basic shortest-path components. 
 
Rule 1: Let O and D be two NH in the grid network. Then the shortest path from 
O to D is either:  
1) The shortest path from O to D, using only the high-level sub-network; 
or 
2) The shortest path from O to D, using both levels of the network. 
 
Rule 2: Let O and D be two NL in the grid network and D is not in zone (O). 
Then there exists a shortest path from O to D, consisting of the following three 
components: 
 1) The shortest path form O to EN (high-level sub-network entrance 
node), 
 2) The shortest path from EN to EX, and 
 3) The shortest path from EX to D. 
 
Rule 3: Let O and D be two NL in the grid network and D is in zone (O). Then the 
shortest path from O to D is either any low-level path from O to D, or consists of the 
following three components: 
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 1) The shortest path form O to EN, 
 2) The shortest path from EN to EX, and 
 3) The shortest path from EX to D. 
 
Rule 4: Let O be a NL and D be a NH in the grid network. Then a shortest path 
from O to D consists of the following two components: 
 1) The shortest path from O to EN (high-level sub-network entrance 
node), 
 2) The shortest path from EN to D. 
 
Rule 5: Let O be a NH and D be a NL in the grid network. Then a shortest path 
from O to D consists of the following two components: 
 1) The shortest-path form O to EX, and 
 2) The shortest-path from EX to D. 
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4. Hierarchical Shortest Path Search Area in L1 Metric 
In this Chapter, the shortest path area is defined on a two level L1 metric network.  
The maximum absolute errors of the hierarchical search area model are derived for each 
OD type. The objective of this error analysis is to derive boundary condition on the 
relative error in the shortest path search for each OD pair type.  
4.1 Shortest Path Search Area Model for Same Zone OD Pair 
When a pair of OD nodes is in the same zone, they can both be NH, or NL, or one 
of them is NH and the other is NL. The following terms are defined: 
HL - The high-level route length from O to D,  
HT  - Total high-level route travel time from O to D, 
LL  – The low-level route length from O to D,  
LT  - Total low-level route travel time from O to D.  
 
 










DR , the shortest path may be on the low-level sub-network.  
The maximum difference between the heuristic shortest path and the optimum 
shortest path is ( ) 21 DttDt HLH −− . 
 
Proof: 
Case 1:  In Figure 4-1, the bold line represents the high-level arcs, while the thin 
line represents the low-level arcs.  The green dash line represents the shortest path form 
O to D using the high-level sub-network.  The blue dash line represents the shortest path 
form O to D using the low-level sub-network. 
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(x,y+D2) D (x+a2,y+D2) (x+D1,y+D2)




Figure 4-1: The shortest path form O (NH) to D (NH) (Case 1) 
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Based on the symmetric theory (session 3.2) in the grid network,  and 
 are two equal scenarios.  Following is the proof of the  scenario: 
12 aa ≥
21 aa ≥ 12 aa ≥
 
From O to D,  
  221 DaaLH ++=
( )221 DaatT HH ++=  
 ( ) 212 DaaLL +−=  
( )212 DaatT LL +−=  




































H    (Equation 4-1) 
 




T  increases, hence the low-level route become more 









































Daa == , which means Equation 4-1 can 




































































DR , the shortest path may be on the low-level sub-
network. However, the maximum difference between the two paths is: 
( ) ( ) 221 DtDDtTTMax LHLH −+=−  
( ) ( ) 21 DttDtTTMax HLHLH −−=−    (Equation 4-2) 
 
Case 2:  From O to D as shown in Figure 4-2,  
 
21 baLH +=  
( )21 batT HH +=  
21 baLL +=  
( )21 batT lL +=  



























T , that means the Case 2 shortest path must be 
on the high-level sub-network. 
 
 
Case 3:  As shown in Figure 4-3, From O to D, 
 




(x,y) O (x+a1,y) (x+D1,y)  
 







(x,y) O (x+a1,y) (x+D1,y)  
 
Figure 4-3: The shortest path form O (NH) to D (NH) (Case 3) 
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( )211 baDtT HH +−=  
112 aDbLL −+=  
( )112 aDbtT lL −+=  
 































Lemma 2: Let O be a NL, D be a NH in the grid network and EN be the high-level 
entrance point of Zone (O).  The shortest path from O to D consists the 
shortest path from O to EN, which uses the low-level arcs, and the shortest 
path from EN to D, which must use the high-level sub-network. 
 
Proof: 
Case 1:  As shown in Figure 4-4, from O to D, 
 
121 bbaLH −+=  
( )121 bbtatT HLH −+=  
121 bbaLL −+=  
( )121 bbatT LL −+=  
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H    (Equation 4-3) 
 


























T  means the shortest path O-EN is on the low-level sub-network, the 
shortest path EN-D must use the high-level sub-network in this case. 
 
 
Case 2:  When b , E is the same node with D, as shown in Figure 4-5. 21 b=
 
For route O-EN-D: 
112 abLH +=  
( )111 batbtT HLH ++=  
 
For route O-E-D (E is same as D) 
 1aLL =  
 T 1atLL =  




































(x,y) EN (x+D1,y)  
 
 
Figure 4-5: The shortest path form O (NL) to D (NH) (Case 2) 
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T  in Equation 4-4 increases, hence route O-E-D become 


























b , route O-EN-D is the shortest path, O-EN is on the low-level sub-













b , route O-E-D (E is the same as D) is the shortest path, which on the 
low-level sub-network 
 
Case 3:  When b , as shown in Figure 4-6, from O to D, high-level route O-
E-D will be shorter than low-level route O-D based on Equation 4-3 in case 1. The 
comparison between route O-EN-D and O-E-D can be reduced to comparing O-EN-E and 














b , route O-EN-D is the shortest path, O-EN is on the low-level sub-













b b1/a1>(R-1)/(R+1), route O-E-D is the shortest path, O-E is on the 
low-level sub-network, the shortest path E-D must use the high-level sub-
network. 
 
Case 4:  When b , as shown in Figure 4-7, from O to D, high-level route O-






(x,y) EN (x+D1,y)  
 








(x,y) EN (x+D1,y)  
 
Figure 4-7: The shortest path form O (NL) to D (NH) (Case 4) 
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For route O-EN-D: 
211 babLH ++=  
( )211 batbtT HLH ++=  
 
For route O-E-D: 
211 bbaLL −+=  
( )211 bbtatT HLL −+=  































T  increases, hence route O-E-D becomes more efficient 


















baRb −−< , route O-EN-D is the shortest path, O-EN is on the low-







baRb −−≥ , route O-E-D (E is on the D point) is the shortest path, O-E 
is on the low-level sub-network, the shortest path E-D must use the high-level 
sub-network. 
 
Based on the above analysis, the shortest path between O (NL) and D (NH) 
consist of O-EN on the low-level sub-network and the shortest path EN-D on the high-
level sub-network. The results are shown in Figure 4-8.   
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Figure 4-8: The optimum shortest path area from O (NL) to D (NH) 
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The red line, which depends on the R value, divides the zone into five parts.  The 
shortest path from O to D is decided by the node O location.  Each area of the five parts 
gives different O-EN direction. 
 
Lemma 2 is an optimum shortest path search algorithm. But the number of steps 
involved makes its implementation consuming and less desirable. The following 
discussed method is a heuristic shortest path algorithm, which may be more practical 
when the error is within certain tolerance. 
 
Lemma 3: Let O be a NL, D be a NH in the grid network and EN be the high-level 
entrance point of O.  The nearest high-level point is selected as EN. The 
maximum difference between this method and the optimum method is 
. ( )21 , DDMintH
 
Proof: 
As shown in Figure 4-9, the zone is divided into 4 areas by the red lines, 12 DD ≤ .  
When O is in area E1-A-E3, and A-B-E4-E3, the heuristic method find the same shortest 
path as the optimum method. 
 
When O is in the B-E2-E4 area, the difference is between O4-G-E4-EN4 and O4-
EN4.  
For O4-G-E4-EN4: 
( ) ( ) ( )111211 aDtbDtaDtT HHLH −+−+−=  
For O4-EN4: 
( )12 bDtT LL −=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]1121 1111 bRaRDRDRtTT HLH −++−−−+=−  
The maximum error happens when O is at node B. 

























E3(x,y+D2) EN3 EN4 E4 (x+D1,y+D2)
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EN1 O4 G
EN5 O1 A B
O2
E1(x,y) C EN2 E2 (x+D1,y)  
 
 
Figure 4-9: The heuristic shortest path area from O (NL) to D (NH) 
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( ) 2DtTTMax HLH =−    (Equation 4-5) 
 
When O is in A-B-E2-E1 area, the difference is between O5-C-E1-EN5 and O5-
EN5.  
For O5-C-E1-EN5: 
111 btatbtT HHLH ++=  
 
For O5-EN5: 
1atT LL =  
( ) ( )[ ]11 11 aRbRtTT HLH −−+=−  
 
The maximum error happens when O is at node A. 







1 22 DRDRtTTMax HLH  
( ) 2DtTTMax HLH =−     (Equation 4-6) 
 
When , Equation 4-5 and Equation 4-6 apply, except replacing D12 DD >
( )
2 with 
D1. So, the maximum difference between this method and the optimum method is 
. 21 , DDMintH
 
Lemma 4: When O and D are both NL and locate in the same zone, if O and D are inside 
of red line formed area as shown in Figure 4-10, O-D will be all on the low-
level sub-network; If O or D is outside of red line, O-EN or EX-D will be on 
the low-level sub-network, EN-EX will be on the high-level sub-network. 
 
Proof: 
Case 1:  As shown in Figure 4-11, from O to D, 
2121 abbaLH +−+=  





(x,y) (x+D1,y)  
 








(x,y) (x+D1,y)  
 
Figure 4-11: The shortest path from O (NL) to D (NL) (Case 1) 
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1212 bbaaLL −+−=  
( )1212 bbaatT LL −+−=  
 
So,       






































        ( ) ( ) ( )12121221 bbaatbbtaatTT LHLLH −+−−−++=−  
  ( ) ( )121212 bbtbbtat LHLLH TT −−−+=−  
 









, O-EN and EX-D is on 
the low-level sub-network, EN-EX is on the high-level sub-network. Otherwise, the 
shortest path is on the low-level sub-network. 
 
Case 2:  As shown in Figure 4-12, from O to D 
 
211211 aDbbaDLH −+−+−=  
( ) ( )122112 bbtaaDtT HLH −+−−=  
1212 bbaaLL −+−=  
( )1212 bbaatT LL −+−=  
So,       






































        ( ) ( ) ( )1212122112 bbaatbbtaaDtTT LHLLH −+−−−+−−=−  










Figure 4-12: The shortest path from O (NL) to D (NL) (Case 2) 
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− , O-EN and EX-
D is on the low-level sub-network, EN-EX is on the high-level sub-network. Otherwise, 
the shortest path is on the low-level sub-network. 
 
Case 3:  As shown in Figure 4-13, from O to D, 
 
221212 bDaabDLH −+−+−=  
( ) ( )122122 aatbbDtT HLH −+−−=  
1212 bbaaLL −+−=  
( )1212 bbaatT LL −+−=  
 
So,       






































        ( ) ( ) ( )1212122122 bbaataatbbDtTT LHLLH −+−−−+−−=−  
  ( ) ( ) ( )1212222 aataatbDt LHLLH TT −−−+−=−   
 









− , O-EN and EX-
D is on the low-level sub-network, EN-EX is on the high-level sub-network. Otherwise, 
the shortest path is on the low-level sub-network. 
 
Case 4:  As shown in Figure 4-14, from O to D, 
 
2121 baabLH +−+=  
( ) ( )1221 aatbbtT HLH −++=  
1212 bbaaLL −+−=  
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(x,y+D2) EN EX (x+D1,y+D2)
D (x+a2,y+b2)
O (x+a1,y+b1)
(x,y) (x+D1,y)  
 







(x,y) EN EX (x+D1,y)  
 
 
Figure 4-14: The shortest path from O (NL) to D (NL) (Case 4) 
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 T ( )1212 bbaatLL −+−=  
So,       






































   ( ) ( ) ( )12121221 bbaataatbbtTT LHLLH −+−−−++=−  
  ( ) ( )121212 aataatbt LHLLH TT −−−+=−  
 









b1/(a2-a1) =< (R-1)/2R, 
O-EN and EX-D is on the low-level sub-network, EN-EX is on the high-level 
sub-network. Otherwise, the shortest path is on the low-level sub-network. 
 
Based on the above analysis, when O and D are both NL and in same zone, If O 
and D are inside of the red line area as shown in Figure 4-10, the shortest path between 
OD will be all on the low-level sub-network.   
 
If O or D is outside of red line area, O-EN or EX-D will be on the low-level sub-
network, EN-EX will be on the high-level sub-network.  For this scenario,  
If  , b121 Daa ≤+ 221 Db ≤+  and ( ) ( ) 12211221 aabbRbbaaR −++≤−++ , the 
shortest path will become case 1; 
If  , b121 Daa ≤+ 221 Db ≤+  and ( ) ( ) 12211221 aabbRbbaaR −++>−++ , the 
shortest path will become case 4; 
If  , b121 Daa ≤+ 221 Db >+  and ( ) ( ) 12211221 aabbRbbaaR −++≤−++ , the 
shortest path will become case 1; 
If  , b121 Daa ≤+ 221 Db >+  and ( ) ( ) 12211221 aabbRbbaaR −++>−++ , the 
shortest path will become case 3; 
If  , b121 Daa >+ 221 Db ≤+  and ( ) ( ) 12211221 aabbRbbaaR −++≤−++ , the 
shortest path will become case 2; 
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If  , b121 Daa >+ 221 Db ≤+  and ( ) ( ) 12211221 aabbRbbaaR −++>−++ , the 
shortest path will become case 4; 
If  , b121 Daa >+ 221 Db >+  and ( ) ( ) 12211221 aabbRbbaaR −++≤−++ ,the 
shortest path will be case 2; 
If  , b121 Daa >+ 221 .Db+  and ( ) ( ) 12211221 aabbRbbaaR −++>−++ , the 
shortest path will become case 3. 
 
4.2 Shortest Path Search Area Model for Different Zone OD Pair 
When a pair of OD nodes is in the same zone, they can both be NH, or NL, or one 
of them is NH and the other is NL.  And there is at least one high-level node between O 
and D for any path from O to D. 
 
Lemma 5: If O and D are both NH, the shortest path could be found on only the high-
level sub-network. The maximum difference between the heuristic shortest 
path and the optimum shortest path is ( ) 21 nDttDt HLH −− . 
 
Proof: 
As shown in Figure 4-15, from O to D, 
  221 nDaaLH ++=
( )221 nDaatT HH ++=  
 ( ) 212 nDaaLL +−=  
( )212 nDaatT LL +−=  




































H    (Equation 4-7) 
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(x,y) O E12 (x+nD1,y)  
 
 
Figure 4-15: The shortest path from O (NH) to D (NH) 
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T  increases, hence the low-level route becomes more 













































































































DR , the shortest path may be on the low-
level sub-network. The maximum difference between the heuristic shortest path 
and the optimum shortest path is: 
( ) ( ) 221 nDtnDDtTTMax LHLH −+=−  
( ) ( ) 21 nDttDtTTMax HLHLH −−=−    (Equation 4-8) 
 
In Equation 4-8, when OD Euclidean distance increases, n increases, 
 decreases.  ( LH TTMax − )
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Lemma 6: If O is NL and D is NH, then the optimum shortest path between OD consists 
of two parts: O-EN and EN-D. O-EN is on the low-level sub-network (as in 
Lemma 2), EN-D is on the high-level sub-network (as in Lemma 1). 
 
Proof: 
Since O is NL, there are EN1, EN2, EN3 and EN4 high-level entrance points, and 
E11, E12, E21 and E22 high-level HNI points in zone with O.  As shown in Figure 4-16. 
 
Case 1:  From O toD1, E21-D1 is shorter than E22-D1, E12-D1, and E11-D1, so 
O-D1 shortest path problem becomes the O-E21 shortest path search. Since EN1-E21 > 
EN2-E21, the shortest path O-E21 is O-EN1-E21. So, the shortest path from O to D1 is 
O-EN1-E21-D1. 
 
Case 2:  As shown in Figure 4-16, from O to D2, E21-D2 is shorter than E22-D2, 
E12-D2, and E11-D2, so O-D2 shortest path problem becomes shortest path search 
between O-E21. Since EN1-E21 > EN2-E21, the shortest path O-E21 is O-EN1-E21. So 
the shortest path O-D2 is O-EN1-E21-D2. 
 
Case 3:  As shown in Figure 4-17, from O to D3, E22-D3 is shorter than E21-D3, 
E12-D3, and E11-D3, so O-D3 shortest path problem becomes shortest path search 
between O-E22. Since EN2-E22 > EN3-E22, the shortest path O-E22 is O-EN2-E22. So, 
the shortest path O-D3 is O-EN2-E22-D3. 
 
Lemma 7: If O is NL and D is NH, then the heuristic shortest path between O-D consists 
of two parts: O-EN and EN-D. O-EN is on the low-level sub-network, EN is 
the nearest high-level node for O (as in Lemma 3), EN-D is on the high-level 
sub-network (as in Lemma 1). The maximum cost difference between the 














Figure 4-16: The optimum shortest path from O (NL) to D (NH) (Case 1, 2) 
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Figure 4-17: The optimum shortest path from O (NL) to D (NH) (Case 3) 
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The shortest path as in Lemma 6 is the optimum shortest path. Figure 4-18 shows 
the heuristic shortest path, which is based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 shortest path 
algorithm. Lemma 6 has proved that EN-D is on the high-level sub-network, O-EN is on 
the low-level sub-network. The difference between the optimum and the heuristic 
solutions is the EN location in Zone (O). Lemma 3 has proved that the maximum cost 
difference between the optimum and heuristic EN search algorithm is   
As in figure 4-17, the optimum shortest path cost is t
( ) HOO tDDMin 21 , .
ENDHENOL dtd ~~ + . So the percent of 









E = . 
When O-D distance increases, E decreases.  
 
Lemma 8: If O and D are both NL and they are not in same zone, the same algorithm 
stated in Lemma 6, and Lemma 7 can be used to find the EN and EX nodes. 
The maximum cost difference between the heuristic algorithm and optimum 
algorithm is ( ) ( ) HDDOO tDDMinDDMin 2121 ,,[ ]+ . 
 
The optimum shortest path is shown in Figure 4-19. The heuristic shortest path is 
shown in Figure 4-20. As proved in Lemma 6, EN-EX is on the high-level sub-network, 
O-EN and EX-D are on the low-level sub-network. The difference between Lemma 8 and 
Lemma 6, 7 is the EX searching part. Lemma 3 has proved that the maximum cost 
difference between the optimum and heuristic EN search methods is   
Similarly, the difference between the optimum and heuristic EX search methods is 
.  So, the maximum cost difference between the heuristic algorithm and 
optimum algorithm is 
( ) HOO tDDMin 21 , .
( HDD tDDMin 21 , )
( ) ( ) HDDOO tDDMinDDMin 2121 ,,[ ]+ .  The exact shortest path cost 
is . The percent difference is ( EXd+
( )




















= . When O~D distance increases, E decreases.  
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Figure 4-18: The heuristic shortest path from O (NL) to D (NH) 
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Figure 4-19: The optimum shortest path from O (NL) to D (NL) 
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Figure 4-20: The heuristic shortest path from O (NL) to D (NL) 
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4.3 Shortest Path Search Area Algorithm for Each O-D Pair Type 
Type 1: O is NH, D is NH, and O is not in the same zone with D. 
 
Based on Lemma 5, rule 1, the shortest path searching area could be considered as 
only the high-level sub-network form O to D. 
 
Type 2: O is NH, D is NH, and O is in the same zone with D. 
 
Based on Lemma 1, rule 1, the shortest path from O to D searching area could be 
considered as the high-level sub-network and low-level sub-network within zone (O) and 
zone (D). 
 
Type 3: O is NL, D is NL, and O is not in the same zone with D. 
 
Based on Lemma 8, rule 2, the shortest path from O to D includes O-EN, EN-EX, 
EX-D. From EN to EX is on the high-level sub-network. From O to EN and from EX to 
D are on the low-level sub-network. EN and EX can be found use the heuristic method 
proved in Lemma 7 and Lemma 8. This method does not require identifying the NHI 
nodes. 
 
Type 4: O is NL, D is NL, and O is in the same zone with D. 
 
Based on Lemma 4, rule 3, the shortest path searching area could be considered as 
on the high-level and low-level sub-network within zone (O) and zone (D). 
 
Type 5: O or D is NL, and the other one is NH, O is not in the same zone with D. 
 
Based on Lemma 6, Lemma 7, rule 4, rule 5, the shortest path from O to D 
includes O-EN and EN-D, or O-EX and EX-D. From O to EX or from EN to D is on the 
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high-level sub-network. From O to EN or from EX to D is on the low-level sub-network. 
EN and EX can be found use the heuristic method proved in Lemma 7.  This method does 
not require identifying the NHI nodes. 
 
Type 6: O or D is NL, and the other one is NH, O is in the same zone with D. 
 
Based on Lemma 2, Lemma 3, rule 4, rule 5, the shortest path searching area 
could be considered as on the high-level and low-level sub-network within zone (O) and 
zone (D). 
  
To summarize, when O-D pair is one of type 2, type4, type 6, the shortest-path 
searching area could be considered as on the high-level and low-level sub-network within 
zone (O) and zone (D).  When O-D pair is one of type 1, type3, typ5, the shortest path 
from O to D includes O-EN, EN-EX, and EX-D. From EN to EX is on the high-level sub-
network. From O to EN and from EX to D are on the low-level sub-network. When O is 
high-level node, path O-EN will reduce to one node O.  Similarly, path EX-D will reduce 
to one node D when D is high-level node. When O or D is a low-level node, EN and EX 
can be found use the heuristic searching method. 
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5. Preliminary Shortest-path Search Area Analysis in the Same Level Network 
To obtain a general sense of the shortest-path search area in the same level 
network, a hypothetical 2 dimensional network was generated.  The network consists of a 
rectangular grid (L1 metric) with 120×120 nodes.  The cost of the arc is defined as its 
length multiple a construction of stochastic travel time for each arc.  While the particular 
stochastic function used does not really change the outcome of the study, normal 
distribution was used based on the research of McShane et al [20].  That is, the cost of 
each arc, or the arc travel time, T(i) follows normal distribution. 
),(~)( tTNiT σ  
where, I = the arc ID; 
 T = the average travel time on a arc, i; and  
 σt = standard deviation of travel time on arc i. 
 
With such a stochastic construction, one unique and nontrivial shortest-path now 
exists between an arbitrary pair of OD nodes. By definition the same level network 
consists of arcs that have a unit cost within a tolerable range of difference.  In this 
analysis, the unit cost difference is within +0.25. 
5.1 Observations 
On the experimental network, 1000 pairs of nodes are randomly selected to 
represent 1000 Origins and Destinations (OD).  Shortest paths are then determined using 
Dijkstra’s algorithm.  This algorithm guarantees the optimal solution, if not in a speedy 
fashion.  In order to compare these shortest paths for location pattern, they need to be 
standardized and transposed to the same coordinate system.  In Figure 5-1, X-Y is the 
original coordinate system and x-y is the chosen coordinate system with both O and D on 























A node on the shortest path with coordinates (X, Y) will have coordinates (x, y) in 










































od XXx −=∆  
od YYy −=∆  
22 yxd ∆+∆=  
 
The 1000 standardized shortest paths are plotted in Figure 5-2.  Figure 5-3 color 
codes the “occurrence” of these shortest paths in “cells” of minuscule size.  The darkest 
area was visited by more than 40% of the total 1000 shortest paths.  The presence of an 
elliptical “minimum envelope” is evident.  In Figure 5-4 the distribution of these paths is 
displayed in three dimensional view.  The origin and destination nodes are visited by all 
the shortest paths of course, and they are therefore represented by the two “crests”.  The 
center “ridge” connecting the origin and destination indicates a large amount of the 
shortest paths visited this area.  The “occurrence” of nodes around the O/D node drops 
down rather quickly while their distance to the O/D node increases. 
 
While all 1000 shortest paths in this experiment fall into an elliptical area, they 
differ from each other in terms of the ellipse size and “flatness”.  In Figure 5-5, twenty 
shortest paths with OD distance around 10 units and twenty with OD distance at around 
130 units were mapped in different color.  The lighter colored lines, which represent the 
shorter distance OD pairs, would occupy a larger elliptical area than the blue lines.   
 
Figure 5-5 indicates that the “flatness” of the shape of ellipse is a function of the 
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Figure 5-3: Shortest paths distribution pattern 
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where a and b are the coefficients of the ellipse, which can be represented in a 





+ = , where a ≥ b 
That is, when two nodes are close to each other, in comparison with the grid size, 
the search area is more like a circle.  The circle gets “flattened” as the distance between 
the two nodes increase as illustrated in Figure 5-6. 
 




er =γ  
where: erγ  is the Euclidean Ratio of a given OD pair 
 d is the Euclidean distance between O and D 
 l is the block size of the grid network 
Based on a large number of shortest paths at various Euclidean distances to arc 
length ratios or EL ratios, erγ , an empirical relationship for determining the shape of the 
ellipse was derived as the following: 
 














Figure 5-6: Ellipse size and shape changing with the OD Euclidean distance 
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These equations were derived for the standardized coordinate system with linear 
regression.  The resultant R2 of the regression for b is a very satisfactory 0.9435, see 
Figure 5-7. 
 
According to this finding, when erγ is very small, say just over 2.00, b would be 
roughly equal to a and the minimal search ellipse would be a circle.  As the Euclidean 
Ratio increases, according to the equations, the ellipse becomes more elongated.   
5.2 Approaches 
“In the analysis of a transportation system, or any other physical system, it is 
desirable to start by extracting only a few of its properties, analyzing these, and then 
adding more and more structure as is necessary to determine the answers to relevant 
questions.”                                                                                             ---- G. F. Newell 
 
In the preliminary analysis, the L1 metric was employed to simplify a 
transportation network.  Recall that the observations verified the existence of an elliptical 
area containing the shortest path from an origin to a destination; and the relative 
Euclidean distance from O to D affects the size and shape of the ellipse.  The research 
follows up with theoretical analysis of the search area shape. 
 
First, since the arcs are on a same level, their unit cost difference is within a 
tolerable range, and thus can be considered as near uniform in the theoretical analysis.  
Therefore, no backtracking exists in all the paths between O and D.   
A step will be considered as backtracking when the Euclidean distance to the 
destination from node  is longer than it is from node .  As shown in Figure 5-8, in 
a backtracking step the direction of the path from node to  forms an obtuse angle 





a  =  -0.00009rEL  +  0.5092
b  =  0.6667rEL
-0.3546







































When a shortest-path backtracks, it takes advantage of the lower cost arc(s) by 
increasing the length/distance (number of arcs) needed to reach the destination.  Under 
the same level condition, no shortest-path can gain cost saving by taking extra steps other 
than the minimum number of arcs needed to connect O and D.  
 
With the absence of backtracking, the length of a path between O and D will be 
solely determined by the relative position of the OD nodes: 






where:  N is the length of a path between OD 
 
In the spirit of simplification, let 1≡l  , the depth of a path then equals the L1 
distance of a path.  The paths will be confined in the rectangular area formed by the 
origin and destination.  The number of paths going through any given node in this 
rectangular area can be easily calculated.  The probability of the shortest path using that 
node can also be determined.  In other words, the “importance” of every node in the 
rectangular area can be concluded.   
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6. Theoretical Analysis of Shortest-path Search Area in Same Level Network 
6.1 Path Distribution 
Figure 6-1 shows an nm ×  non-backtracking L1 network. In this network, the 















n od  
where:  T is the total number of non-backtracking paths between O and D 
 l is the block size (length of one arc) of the L1 system, from now on 1≡l  
 
When m and n increase, T increases very quickly.  For example, if the O and D 
nodes are at the two corners of a 2020 ×  grid along the diagonal, there are a total of 
1.37847E+11 paths between O and D.  The number of paths that goes through any node 







1+−= oi XXx  
1+−= oi YYy  
1' 1 +−= XXx d  
1' 1 +−= YYy d  
where:  T is the number of non-backtracking paths going through node  i iN
 













P ii =  
where:  is the percentage of total number of paths that going through node    iP iN







In Tables 4-1 and 4-2, an example of an OD pair with m = 7 and n = 5 is chosen.  
The origin is located at (1, 1) or x = 1 and y = 1; and the destination is at (7, 5) or x = m = 
7 and y = n = 5.  Table 6-1 shows the  value of every node involved, where Table 6-2 




In Figure 6-2, the different color strips represent different  value ranges.  The 
closer an area is to the center line connecting OD, the higher the value range is.  This 
resembles what was observed in the preliminary analysis.  This similarity becomes more 
apparent when a three dimensional surface is used to illustrate the same  values.  The 
three dimensional surface in Figure 6-3 resembles a saddle as observed in the preliminary 




While x and y increase, the high occupancy area becomes “narrower” as shown in 
Figure 6-4.  This also agrees with the preliminary analysis.  
6.2 Node Reduction 
Under the restriction of non-backtracking, the number of arcs involved in any 
path is the same.  Since the cost (travel time) distributions on all arcs are independent and 
identical, the probability of any path being the shortest-path is uniform.  Therefore, the 
probability of one node being used by the shortest-path equals the probability of a path 
going through that node.  In other words, the  value also represents the probability of 




Table 6-1: Number of paths going through each node 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1 5 15 35 70 126 210
2 7 24 50 80 105 112 84
3 28 63 90 100 90 63 28
4 84 112 105 80 50 24 7








Table 6-2: Percentage of total paths going through each node 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 0.48% 2.38% 7.14% 16.67% 33.33% 60.00% 100.00%
2 3.33% 11.43% 23.81% 38.10% 50.00% 53.33% 40.00%
3 13.33% 30.00% 42.86% 47.62% 42.86% 30.00% 13.33%
4 40.00% 53.33% 50.00% 38.10% 23.81% 11.43% 3.33%


















Figure 6-2: Two dimensional surface representation of  values iP
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Figure 6-4: Two dimensional representation of  value for L1 network iP 1121×
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If one node is taken out from the network, all the paths going through this node 
will also be removed.  When  is very small, the absence of node  will not affect the 
distribution of paths very much.  For example, in Table 6-2, removing the corner node (1, 
1) or (5, 7) which involves only 0.48% of the total paths between O and D would have 
the least impact on the total number of paths.  Since the paths that are removed with the 
removed nodes also use other nodes, the  value of all nodes affected by these paths will 
change accordingly.  Again, if node (1, 1) in Table 6-2 is removed, the OD nodes (5, 1) 




By cutting out nodes, the search area for the shortest-path decreases.  There is a 
trade-off between reduced search area and lost number of paths.  If the removed nodes 
are less important and only affect a small number of paths, the likelihood that the 
remaining area would still contain the shortest-path would be relatively high.  As an 
example, the desired level was set at 95%, which means the removed nodes should only 
remove equal or less than 5% of the total paths.  In order to achieve the most area 
reduction by removing 5% paths from the network, nodes are removed according to their 
 value, or in other words their importance level.   iP
 
Figure 6-5 gives an example of the node reduction at 5% on a  network, 
the value inside each cell represents the percentage of total paths go through that node, 
cells with zero value represent the removed nodes.  Since every path must go through the 
origin and destination, the value at these two nodes show that 95% of the paths remain 
untouched in this node reduction process.  
1121×
 
Figure 6-5 reveals the elliptical pattern of the area contains 95% of the paths 
between O and D.   
6.3 Search Area Analysis 
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The area that contains at least a preset percentage (i.e. 95%) of paths between O 
and D resembles an ellipse.  The smallest enclosed ellipse is naturally the best  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.005 0.013 0.028 0.054 0.096 0.162 0.263 0.414 0.635 0.951
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.007 0.021 0.045 0.077 0.122 0.18 0.25 0.329 0.404 0.454 0.443 0.316
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.004 0.012 0.027 0.055 0.089 0.133 0.183 0.239 0.293 0.337 0.361 0.352 0.302 0.21 0.095
8 0 0 0 0 0.004 0.012 0.029 0.054 0.089 0.133 0.181 0.23 0.274 0.307 0.322 0.314 0.28 0.223 0.151 0.079 0.024
7 0 0 0 0.007 0.024 0.05 0.086 0.129 0.177 0.225 0.265 0.293 0.305 0.296 0.268 0.223 0.168 0.111 0.059 0.023 0.005
6 0 0.004 0.015 0.042 0.079 0.124 0.174 0.223 0.263 0.29 0.3 0.29 0.263 0.223 0.174 0.124 0.079 0.042 0.015 0.004 0
5 0.005 0.023 0.059 0.111 0.168 0.223 0.268 0.296 0.305 0.293 0.265 0.225 0.177 0.129 0.086 0.05 0.024 0.007 0 0 0
4 0.024 0.079 0.151 0.223 0.28 0.314 0.322 0.307 0.274 0.23 0.181 0.133 0.089 0.054 0.029 0.012 0.004 0 0 0 0
3 0.095 0.21 0.302 0.352 0.361 0.337 0.293 0.239 0.183 0.133 0.089 0.055 0.027 0.012 0.004 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.316 0.443 0.454 0.404 0.329 0.25 0.18 0.122 0.077 0.045 0.021 0.007 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





Figure 6-5: The elliptical area contains 95% of the paths between O and D 
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representative of this area.  The smallest enclosed ellipse is defined as the ellipse with the 
smallest area that has all the remaining nodes on or inside of its boundary. 
 
It takes five degrees of freedom to determine an ellipse, the position of the center, 
the orientation and the two axes of the ellipse.  Therefore, although there is a large 
number of nodes in this area, the smallest enclose ellipse is defined by only five nodes – 
the rest are redundant in this geometric optimization problem.  The main problem is to 
find this subset of the total nodes.  However, this problem is not as easily solvable as an 
instance of linear or quadratic programming [21].  
 
Recall that the purpose of defining this elliptical area is to reduce the size of the 
search area for the shortest-path and in turn save computational time and data storage 
effort.  Therefore, it would not make sense to complicate this problem into a geometric 
optimization problem, which requires even more effort to solve. 
 
One definition of an ellipse is a set of nodes {N} such that the summed distance 
from any node  to two given nodes is a constant.  These two unique nodes are 
called the foci of the ellipse.  Let the O and D nodes be the foci of the ellipse.  The 
problem becomes finding the “outlying node” that has the biggest summed distance 
towards O and D.  The ellipse that determined by this node and the OD nodes will 





















where:   is the Euclidean distance from the critical node to the origin or
  r  is the Euclidean distance from the critical node to the destination d
iX  is the abscissa of node NNi ∈   
  is the ordinate of the node iY NNi ∈  
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6.4 Parameters Determination 
As shown in Figure 6-6, the relative position of O and D has two degrees of 
freedom: erγ  and θ. 
l
d
er =γ  
where:  erγ  is the Euclidean Ratio of a given OD pair 
 d is the Euclidean distance between OD 









The preliminary analysis (session 3.3) suggests that as the relative position of OD 
nodes changes, the shape of the elliptical area changes accordingly.  In other words, r 
value of the ellipse is a function of the OD relative position:   
),( θγ erfr =  
The preliminary analysis also suggests that the OD distance has a much stronger 










Figure 6-6: relative position of O and D 
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6.5 Data Generation 
The work of determining  values and removing the least important nodes one at 
a time is obviously beyond the capability of a manual process.  Identifying c value of 
different combination of d and θ also requires a considerable amount of effort.  An Excel 
macro is therefore written to automate this process in any m
iP
n×  non-backtracking L1 
network.  The workflow is as the following: 
Step 1: Generate both  and  values for any iT iP nm ×  non-backtracking L1 
network. 
Step 2:  Sort the nodes with their  value. iP
Step 3:  Delete the node with the smallest  value and recalculate the  table for 
all remaining nodes. 
iP iP
Step 4:  If the removed paths are less than p percentage of the total paths, go to 
step 2. Otherwise continue to step 5. 
Step 5:  Calculating the sum of distances from node  to O and D. iN
Step 6:  Sort these sum of distance, the largest one is identified as r value of the 
ellipse. 
This macro program can be found in Appendix A. 
6.6 Parameter Analysis 
In order to determine the function of ),( θγ erfR = , random OD pairs with 
different d and θ combinations are generated.  They are then fed to the VB macro to 
determine the r value for each OD pair.  The OD pairs and the resultant r values are listed 
in Appendix B.  
 
In Figure 6-7, although OD1 and OD2 are two different OD pairs, they have the 
same Euclidean distance, since 21 2
θπθ −=
mn
, they are actually equivalent to each other.  In 












Figure 6-7: Equivalent OD pairs  
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same r value.  Therefore, by only analyzing the θ values between 0 and 4/π , the entire 0 
to 2/π  region is covered. 
 
In the following analysis, different θ values ranging from 0 to 45 degree are 
chosen at about 5 degree intervals.  At each θ, r values are obtained at different OD 
Euclidean distances.  Since the paths are in the L1 metric, both θ and erγ  are discreet 
numbers.  Table 6-3 shows the setup of the OD combinations. 
 
Figure 6-8 shows the r values of these OD combinations.  Each curve represents a 
certain θ value while the horizontal axis represents OD Euclidean distance.  These r 
values can be found in Appendix B. 
 
When 0=θ , the origin and the destination are on the same grid line, the only 
path without backtracking would be following this line.  So, under this condition, 1≡r .  
When O and D are close to each other, the change of θ casts considerable influence on 
the value of r.  However, when the OD Euclidean ratio gets larger, r varies less. 
 









x .   
 
aγ  and bγ  values are defined as: 
d
a
a =γ  ;             d
b
b =γ  
 
Figure 6-9 maps both γa and γb value for these OD pairs.  Again, when the 
Euclidean ratio increases, the variations in γa and γb decrease. 
 
The fact that some of the curves intersect suggests that for a given Euclidean 
distance, an a or b value for a larger θ may not necessarily be bigger than that for a  
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Table 6-3: OD Combinations  
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M N Θ (degree) Manhattan-distance Euclidean-distance 
10 0 0 10 10 
10 1 5.710593 11 10.04988 
10 2 11.30993 12 10.19804 
10 3 16.69924 13 10.44031 
10 4 21.80141 14 10.77033 
10 5 26.56505 15 11.18034 
10 6 30.96376 16 11.6619 
10 7 34.99202 17 12.20656 
10 8 38.65981 18 12.80625 
10 9 41.98721 19 13.45362 
10 10 45 20 14.14214 
20 0 0 20 20 
20 2 5.710593 22 20.09975 
20 4 11.30993 24 20.39608 
20 6 16.69924 26 20.88061 
… … … … … 
150 0 0 150 150 
150 15 5.710593 165 150.7481 
150 30 11.30993 180 152.9706 
150 45 16.69924 195 156.6046 
150 60 21.80141 210 161.5549 
150 75 26.56505 225 167.7051 
150 90 30.96376 240 174.9286 
150 105 34.99202 255 183.0983 
150 120 38.65981 270 192.0937 
150 135 41.98721 285 201.8044 















































Figure 6-9: Values of aγ  and bγ for different OD combinations 
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smaller θ. However, for most of the curves except the straight lines which represent the 
condition, the difference of a or b value for a given Euclidean distance seems 
rather small. 
o0=θ
6.7 Elliptical Area Parameters 
The curves in Figure 6-9 show pronounced association between the values of aγ , 
bγ  and the Euclidean distance.  These associations were modeled as exponential function 
with Euclidean distance as the independent variable.  Listed in Table 6-4 are models 
generated by the least square method after transforming with a log transform.  Since the 
network is a L1 metric, the θ values are discrete for a give OD distance. 
When θ equals zero, in a non-backtracking network the only path will be the 
straight line connecting origin and destination, so when 0=θ ,  5.0≡aγ   and  0≡bγ . 
6.8 Criteria Generalization 
In a real world transportation network, it may not be easy to determine the 
orientation of the road grid, even harder to obtain the angle formed between any given 
OD pair and the underlying grid.  Therefore, a robust search area defining method is 
desirable for real-world transportation shortest-path problems in which the value of θ 
may not be available nor attainable.  To this end, the models tabulated in Table 6-4 can 
be represented by their loci shown in Table 6-5.  See details in Appendix C. 
 
Recall that in Figure 6-9, the curves at each θ condition have similar shapes.  The 
similarity becomes more pronounced as the Euclidean ratio between the origin and the 
destination gets larger.  Therefore, when the OD distance is large, the search area 
determined by the generalized model would only be slightly larger than the area 
determined by one of the specific models in Table 6-4.  When the OD distance is small, 
on the other hand, the increased search area determined by the generalized model versus 
that from the model in Table 6-4 would be larger.  However the absolute area will still be  
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(degree) Regression Model  Model  R2 value Regression Model  
Model  
R2 value 
0.00 5.0=aγ  1.0 0=bγ  1.0 
5.71 0281.05798.0 −= era γγ  0.989 
399.06126.0 −= erb γγ  0.991 
11.31 0314.05927.0 −= era γγ  0.996 
376.06332.0 −= erb γγ  0.982 
16.70 0444.06319.0 −= era γγ  0.979 
416.08237.0 −= erb γγ  0.994 
21.80 0386.06175.0 −= era γγ  0.991 
376.07125.0 −= erb γγ  0.990 
26.57 0482.06466.0 −= era γγ  0.961 
406.08420.0 −= erb γγ  0.999 
30.96 0419.06288.0 −= era γγ  0.979 
384.07680.0 −= erb γγ  0.997 
34.99 0480.06473.0 −= era γγ  0.953 
416.08851.0 −= erb γγ  0.999 
38.66 0424.06307.0 −= era γγ  0.971 
408.08420.0 −= erb γγ  0.999 
41.99 0431.06325.0 −= era γγ  0.956 
421.08816.0 −= erb γγ  0.999 
45.00 0443.06364.0 −= era γγ  0.946 









0474.0646.0 −= era γγ  
bγ  
413.08807.0 −= erb γγ  
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relatively small given a short OD distance, and therefore the saving enjoyed from simpler 
criteria is still appealing.    
 
The area of this ellipse is: 
   4604.027874.1 −××== erdabA γπ
6.9  Empirical Test 
The following case study is conducted to verify the recommended shortest-path 
search area equations.  A total of 260 OD pairs were randomly chosen with Euclidean 
distance from 8 to 130 units in an L1 metric.  The shortest-path solutions between these 
OD pairs are then located and standardized into the same coordinate system.  Recall that 
the elliptical area was defined using the O and D nodes as foci of the ellipse.  In this case 
study, therefore, each path for a pair of OD will define an ellipse.  The parameters of 
these ellipses are listed in Appendix D. 
 
In Figure 6-10, the nodes represent the 21 rrR += value of each ellipse defined by 
paths found in the case study. Since 5.0≡c for all ellipses, this r value then represents 
the shape and size of the ellipse.  The line in Figure 6-10 is calculated r value using the 
recommended equations.  The nodes that are above the line are paths that will be missed 


















Figure 6-10: Ellipse r values in the case study 
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7. Transportation Shortest-Path Search Area Model and Case Study 
7.1 Transportation Shortest-Path Search Area Model  
Based on the previous chapters, a five-step Transportation Shortest-Path Search 
Area (TSPSA) model can be designed to identify the shortest-path searching area in a 
transportation network. 
 
• Step 1: Divide the transportation network into different levels. 
 
• Step 2: Identify O and D. Identify zone (O) and zone (D).  
 
• Step 3: Find EN and/or EX, based on OD pair types (Chapter 4).  
 
When O-D pair is one of type 2, type 4 or type 6, the shortest-path 
searching area could be considered as on the high-level and low-level sub-
network within zone (O) and zone (D).  When O-D pair is one of type 1, type 3 or 
type 5, the shortest path from O to D includes O-EN, EN-EX, and EX-D. From 
EN to EX, the path is on the high-level sub-network. From O to EN, and from EX 
to D, the paths are on the low-level sub-network. When O is a high-level node, 
path O-EN will reduce to one node O.  
 
  Similarly, path EX-D will reduce to one node D when D is high-level 
node. When O or D is a low-level node, EN and EX can be found using the 
heuristic searching method. 
 
• Step 4: Find the shortest-path area in each level network, using the recommended 











x   
0474.0646.0 −= era γγ  
413.08807.0 −= erb γγ  
da a ×= γ  
db b ×= γ  
The area of this ellipse is: 
   4604.027874.1 −××== erdabA γπ
 
Based on Chapter 4 analysis, the shortest path from O to EN and the 
shortest path from EX to D are on the low-level sub-network. O and EN decide a 
low-level ellipse area, while EX and D decide another low-level ellipse area. The 
shortest path between EN and EX exists on the high-level sub-network. EN and 
EX decide a high-level ellipse area.  
 
• Step 5: Overlap all search areas in Step 4, and output the search area data. 
 
When real-time traffic data are available, repeat these 5 steps to generate 
updated area data.  Notice that while updating the cost of the arcs, the user has left 
its origin and is on its way to approaching the destination.  Therefore, the O node 
will also need to be updated, based on the current location of the user. 
7.2 Case Study on Real Transportation Network  
7.2.1 Objective 
In order to test the TSPSA model for its effectiveness, a case study is conducted 
in this session.  The presented model was applied to a real-world transportation network, 
and the area database sizes for randomly-selected OD pairs are calculated.  These size 
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values are then compared to those of the traditional method – ultimately to determine the 
savings introduced by using the TSPSA model. 
7.2.2 Transportation network data preparation 
The DC-Baltimore metropolitan area roadway network was selected to perform 
the case study. Census 2000 Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and 
Referencing system (TIGER) files are obtained from 
http://www.census.gov/geo/www/tiger/.  The TIGER® system and digital database is 
developed at the U.S. Census Bureau to support its mapping needs for the Decennial 
Census and other Bureau programs. Since the TIGER files are all in ASCII format, a data 
conversion tool is needed to translate the codes into shape files readable by GIS software; 
such tool is kindly provided by Dr. Bruce Ralston at the Geography Department of 
University of Tennessee.  The converted database is then imported into ArcGIS to form 
the roadway network for the case study. 
 
The network topology is shown in Figure 7-1. In this network, there are a total 





Table 7-1 Washington D.C. and Baltimore metropolitan area road network 
 
 
 Arc in network Node in network 
High-level 94,451 80,440 
Low-level 494,765 369,698 






Figure 7-1: Washington D.C. and Baltimore metropolitan area road network (1:425000) 
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The case study network is separated into a high-level sub-network and a low-level 
sub-network.  The criterion for the separation is the functional classification of the roads, 
since travel speed data is not available for the research.  This will not undermine the 
quality of the study though, as level changes of individual roads will not affect the 
concept of hierarchical search.  Indeed, real-time travel speed information may not exist 
in a lot of places yet, and the functional classification will be the closest criterion they 
can use to categorize roads.  Usually, freeways, expressways and connecting ramps for 
these fast arcs naturally belong to the high-level arcs. Major arterials could belong to 
either of the high-level and low-level sub-networks. To improve the connectivity of the 
high-level sub-network, major arterials are put into high-level sub-network in this study. 
The rest of the classes, such as local roads, collectors and minor arterials, are marked into 
low-level sub-network. As mentioned previously, when real-time traffic speed data are 
available, they should be used as the level-dividing criterion.  
7.2.3 TSPSA model sample implementation 
In this session, the TSPSA model is used to identify the shortest-path search area 
data in the case study roadway network. A total of 200 OD pairs were randomly 
generated, and the TSPSA model is implemented to generate shortest-path search area 
data files.  The following is a step-by-step implementation of the TSPSA model for one 
sample O-D pair.   
 
• Step 1: Divide the transportation network into different levels. 
 
As discussed previously, the roadway network is divided into high-level and low-
level sub-networks, based on the functional classification of the roads. Due to the size of 
the network, it is not possible to show the entire network and, at the same time, have a 
good readability.  Therefore, Figure 7-2 zooms in to the Baltimore area of the entire 
network, and shows the high-level sub-network in that area. In Figure 7-2, the thick red 









Figure 7-3 shows the low-level sub-network of the same area, and the average 
grid size is about 0.029 miles.  
 
• Step 2: Identify O and D. Identify zone(O) and zone(D).  
 
A pair of OD is randomly generated.  Node O is Node 4031, a low-level node in 
the network, and it is the intersection between Saratoga Street and Monroe Street. Node 
D is Node 14169, a low-level node in the network, and it is the intersection between 
Pinewood Avenue and Sefton Avenue. 
 
The longitudinal and lateral coordinates of the OD nodes are: 
O (76°38’50.28’’W, 39°17’31.95’’N) 
D (76°32’56.78’’W, 39°21’35.31’’N) 
 
 Zone (O) and zone (D) are then identified as in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 
 
• Step 3: Find EN and/or EX, based on OD pair types. 
 
This O-D pair belongs to O-D pair type 3; the shortest-path from O to D includes 
O-EN, EN-EX, and EX-D. From EN to EX is on the high-level sub-network. From O to 
EN and from EX to D are on the low-level sub-network. The heuristic method is used to 
find the EN and EX. Since the nearest high-level node from node O is NH 4025 
(Euclidean distance O~NH 4025 = 0.087 miles), NH 4025 is selected as EN. See Figure 
7-4.  
 
Similarly, since the nearest high-level node from node D is NH 14234 (Euclidean 
distance D~NH 14234 = 0.158 miles), NH 14234 is selected as EX. See Figure 7-5. 
 
• Step 4: Find the shortest-path area in each level network, using the recommended 
ellipse equations.  
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Figure 7-5: Zone (D) network topology 
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As shown in Figure 7-6, ellipse O-EN is on the low-level sub-network, and the 
Euclidean distance (O~EN) is 0.087 miles. So,  
 
615.0646.0 0474.0 == −era γγ  
576.08807.0 413.0 == −erb γγ  
054.0=×= era da γ  
050.0=×= erb db γ  
 
The area of this ellipse is: 
    23    10482.8 mileabA −×== π
 
As shown in Figure 7-7, the ellipse EN-EX is on the high-level sub-network. The 
red lines represent high-level arcs, and the nodes on the red line are high-level nodes.  
 
The Euclidean distance (EN~EX) is 7.050 miles. So,  
580.0646.0 0474.0 == −era dγ  
344.08807.0 413.0 == −erb dγ  
089.4=×= era da γ  
425.2=×= erb db γ  
 
The area of this ellipse is: 
    2    15131 mile.πabA ==
 
As shown in Figure 7-8, the ellipse EX-D is on the low-level sub-network.  The 
Euclidean distance (EX~D) is 0.158 miles. So,  
596.0646.0 0474.0 == −era γγ  



































Figure 7-8: Ellipse EX-D in low-level sub-network 
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094.0=×= era da γ  
069.0=×= erb db γ  
 
The area of this ellipse is: 
 
2    020.0 mileabA == π  
 
• Step 5: Overlap all search areas in Step 4, and output the search area data. 
 
The area within the blue dash ellipses in Figure 7-6, Figure 7-7, and Figure 7-8 is 
the shortest-path search area form O to D.  Since the areas in Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-8 
are for the low-level sub-network, the low-level arcs and nodes within the two areas are 
within the output data set.  For the area in Figure 7-7, the high-level arcs and nodes are 
within the output data set. 
 
A summary of the TSPSA model output data set for this sample OD pair is listed 
in Table 7-2. The total number of nodes is 1,407, the total number of arcs is 2,185, and 
the GIS data size in this case is 336KB. The data transmitting time required is 48.6 
seconds, assuming a 56K modem is used.  
 
 

















TSPSA 1402 2180 5 5 336KB 48.6s 
Traditional 1787 2779 6948 10521 2.12MB 314.2s 
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Traditionally, at least the entire network data within the rectangular area formed 
by the OD pair are prepared for the shortest-path search. The total number of nodes is 
8,735, the total number of arcs is 13,300, and the GIS data size in this case is 2.12MB. 
The data transmitting time required is 314.2 seconds, assuming a 56K modem is used. 
Based on the above results, the TSPSA model reduces the data size by 84.2%. Data 
transmission time is cut to 48.6 seconds from 314.2 seconds – the savings is more than 
80%. 
7.2.4 TSPSA model implementation summary 
In this session, the implementation results of 200 randomly-generated O-D pairs 
are summarized and presented. 
 
Following the same steps described in session 7.3, 200 O-D pairs with Euclidean 
distances between 0 and 55 miles were randomly selected and tested.  Again, the reason 
that such a distance range was chosen is for readability of the plots.  Figure 7-9 shows the 
number of nodes reduced by the TSPSA model from the traditional methods. Figure 7-10 
shows the number of arcs reduced by the TSPSA model from the traditional method.  The 
number of nodes or arcs saved by the TSPSA method increases when the Euclidean 
distance between OD increases.   
 
As shown in Figure 7-11 and 7-12, although the absolute number of nodes or arcs 
is positively related to the OD Euclidean distance, the percentage saving actually 
stabilizes between 75% and 85%.  In other words, when the OD Euclidean distance 
increases, the data saving increases, and the data size for the entire network involved also 
increases.  Therefore, percentage-wise, the saving is at a stable level, between 75% and 
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Figure 7-12: Percent arcs reduced using TSPSA model 
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7.2.5 Error analysis 
Based on Chapter 4 analysis results, TSPSA model’s EN-EX shortest-path is on 
the high-level sub-network, and the O-EN and EX-D shortest paths are on the low-level 
sub-network. The average low-level zone size (AS) for the urban area is 0.03 miles. For 
EN-EX’s shortest-path, the maximum difference between the TSPSA model and 
optimum method is 0.03tH- 0.03(tL - tH) n. The percent of the difference comparing to 
optimum method is E = [0.03-0.03(R -1)n]/[R(dO~EN+dEX~D)+dEN~EX] < 0.03 /Euclidean 
dEN~EX. For O-EN and EX-D’s shortest paths, the maximum difference between the 
TSPSA model and optimum method is 0.06tH. The percent difference comparing to the 
optimum method is E = 0.06/[R(dO~EN+dEX~D)+dEN~EX] < 0.058/Euclidean dEN~EX. So, the 
total maximum percent difference between the TSPSA model and traditional model is 
less than 0.09 /Euclidean dEN~EX. Figure 7-13 shows the maximum percentage difference 
between the TSPSA model and the optimum method. When the O-D Euclidean distance 
(ED) is greater than 1.8 miles (ED / AS = 60), the maximum percent difference between 
the TSPSA model and other traditional model reduces to less than 5%. When the O-D 
Euclidean distance is greater than 9 miles (ED / AS = 300), the maximum percent 
difference between the TSPSA model and other traditional model reduces to less than 
1%. 
 
In suburban and rural areas, the average low-level zone size will increase from 
that of the urban area. When the average low-level zone size is 0.09 miles in a suburban 
area, the maximum percent difference between the TSPSA model and other traditional 
model reduces to less than 5% (ED > 5.4 miles), and the maximum percent difference 
reduces to less than 1% (ED > 27 miles). When the average low-level zone size is 0.15 
miles in a rural area, the maximum percent difference between the TSPSA model and 
other traditional models reduces to less than 5% (ED > 9 miles), and the maximum 









































This chapter presents a summary of the study and draws a number of conclusions 
that are based on the outcomes of the research. 
 
A transportation network is divided into a two-level sub-network to search the 
shortest-path. The possible Origin and Destination (OD) pairs are divided into six types, 
based on the O and D locations in the network. Five basic shortest-path search area rules 
and eight shortest-path search lemmas are presented. The maximum absolute errors of the 
hierarchical search area model are derived for each OD type, and the relative error values 
are derived based on the absolute errors.   
 
When an O-D pair is one of type 2, type 4, type 6, the shortest-path searching area 
could be considered as on the high-level and low-level sub-networks within zone (O) and 
zone (D).  When an O-D pair is one of type 1, type 3, type 5, the shortest-path from O to 
D includes O-EN, EN-EX, and EX-D. From EN to EX is on the high-level sub-network; 
from O to EN and from EX to D are on the low-level sub-network. When O is a high-
level node, path O-EN will reduce to one node O.  Similarly, path EX-D will reduce to 
one node D when D is a high-level node. When O or D is a low-level node, EN and EX 
can be found by using the heuristic searching method, which is proved in Lemma 7 and 
Lemma 8. 
 
For formulating the search area in the same level network, a VB program was 
written to calculate the shortest-path possibility on each node. Based on the theoretical 
analysis and observation of the shortest paths for 1,000 OD pairs (as determined by 
Dijkstra’s algorithm), a practical ellipse equation was formulated. The ellipse area 
becomes rounder when the origin is close to the destination, and more elongated when 
the two nodes are far apart.  The elliptical minimal search area is stable and has a high-
level of confidence in containing the true shortest-path, even if the cost function for each 
arc is dynamic or stochastic. Empirical results from thousands of shortest paths between 
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arbitrary origin-destination (OD) pairs also confirm that the elliptical shape is most 
suitable for confining the search area when seeking a shortest-path. 
  
The formulated ellipse equation was evaluated using the OD Euclidean distance 










x   
0474.0646.0 −= era γγ  
413.08807.0 −= erb γγ  
da a ×= γ  
db b ×= γ  
The area of this ellipse is: 
   4604.027874.1 −××== erdabA γπ
 
Based on the previous analysis results, a five-step Transportation Shortest-Path 
Search Area (TSPSA) model is designed to identify the shortest-path searching area in a 
transportation network. Taking advantage of the geographical nature of most 
transportation networks, this new TSPSA model uses the elliptical search area to reduce 
the amount of data required by existing algorithms. For testing the designed TSPSA 
model, the DC-Baltimore metropolitan area roadway network was selected to perform the 
case study. Census 2000 Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing 
system (TIGER) files were translated into GIS shape files.  In the TSPSA model, when 
the OD Euclidean distance increases, the amount of data saving increases, while the 
maximum percent error between the TSPSA model and traditional method rapidly 
decreases. The percentage of the data saving is around 75% to 85%, which means the 
data transmission time is reduced by about 80%. Moreover, the maximum percent error 
between the TSPSA model and traditional method reduces to less than 5% (ED > 1.8 
miles), and reduces to less than 1% (ED > 9 miles) in urban areas. The maximum percent 
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error reduces to less than 5% (ED > 5.4 miles), and reduces to less than 1% (ED > 27 
miles) in suburban areas. The maximum percent error reduces to less than 5% (ED > 9 
miles), and reduces to less than 1% (ED > 45 miles) in rural areas. 
 
 The study concludes that the TSPSA model largely reduces shortest-path search 
area data size, and increases the data transmission speed between the information control 
center and its clients. It contributes to the speed-up of the shortest-path search process as 
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Appendix A: VB Script for Data Generation  
Public Mnode, Nnode As Integer 
Public c As Boolean 'c means cut 
Public CI As Double 
Public Totnode As Double 
Public x, y As Integer 
 
 
Public Sub MN() 
 ReDim NodeO(Mnode, Nnode), NodeD(Mnode, Nnode), NodeOD(Mnode, Nnode) As Double 
 Dim TotRoute As Double 
 
'setup MN 
 ''calculate NodeO(),count from left buttom. 
 For i = 1 To Mnode 
  For j = 1 To Nnode 
    If (i = 1 And j = 1) Then 
     NodeO(i, j) = 1 
    Else 
     NodeO(i, j) = NodeO(i - 1, j) + NodeO(i, j - 1) 
    End If 
  Next j 
 Next i 
 
  ''calculate NodeD(),count from upper right 
 For i = 1 To Mnode 
  For j = 1 To Nnode 
    If (i = 1 And j = 1) Then 
     NodeD(i, j) = 1 
    Else 
     NodeD(i, j) = NodeD(i - 1, j) + NodeD(i, j - 1) 
    End If 
  Next j 
 Next i 
  
 
  ''calculate NodeOD(),count from left buttom 
 For i = 1 To Mnode 
  For j = 1 To Nnode 
    NodeOD(i, j) = NodeO(i, j) * NodeD(Mnode - i + 1, Nnode - j + 1) 
  Next j 
 Next i 
 
 TotRoute = NodeOD(1, 1) 
  
 ''output NodeOD on sheet MN, 
 Sheets("MN").Select 
    Cells.Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
 Worksheets("MN").Cells(1, 1).Select 
 For i = 1 To Mnode 
  Worksheets("MN").Cells(i + 1, 1).Value = Mnode - i + 1 
  For j = 1 To Nnode 
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    Worksheets("MN").Cells(1, j + 1).Value = j 
    Worksheets("MN").Cells(i + 1, j + 1) = NodeOD(Mnode - i + 1, j) 
  Next j 
 Next i 
 
 'setup sheet MN% 
    Sheets("MN").Select 
    Cells.Select 
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
    Selection.Copy 
    Sheets("MN%").Select 
    Cells.Select 
    ActiveSheet.Paste 
 For i = 1 To Mnode 
  For j = 1 To Nnode 
    Worksheets("MN%").Cells(i + 1, j + 1).Value = NodeOD(Mnode - i + 1, j) / TotRoute 
  Next j 
 Next i 
  
 'setup node% in temp sheet 
    Sheets("temp").Visible = True 
  
    ''clear contents 
    Sheets("temp").Select 
    Columns("B:D").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
    ''input node% 
    Range("B1").Select 
    For i = 1 To Mnode 
     For j = 1 To Nnode 
          ActiveCell.Value = NodeOD(i, j) 
          ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Value = i 
          ActiveCell.Offset(0, 2).Value = j 
          ActiveCell.Offset(1, 0).Select 
     Next j 
    Next i 
    ''sort 
    Columns("B:D").Select 
    Selection.Sort Key1:=Range("B1"), Order1:=xlAscending, Header:=xlGuess, _ 
        OrderCustom:=1, MatchCase:=False, Orientation:=xlTopToBottom 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'cut X,Y; according to the setup of O, from the left buttom 
If x <> 0 And y <> 0 Then 
    NodeO(x, y) = 0 
    NodeD(Mnode - x + 1, Nnode - y + 1) = 0 
    ''recalculate NodeOD 
     '''calculate NodeO(),count from left buttom. 
     For i = 1 To Mnode 
      For j = 1 To Nnode 
        If (i = 1 And j = 1) Then 
         NodeO(i, j) = 1 
        Else 
         If NodeO(i, j) <> 0 Then 
            NodeO(i, j) = NodeO(i - 1, j) + NodeO(i, j - 1) 
         End If 
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        End If 
      Next j 
     Next i 
         
     '''calculate NodeD(),count from upper right 
    For i = 1 To Mnode 
     For j = 1 To Nnode 
       If (i = 1 And j = 1) Then 
        NodeD(i, j) = 1 
       Else 
        If NodeD(i, j) <> 0 Then 
           NodeD(i, j) = NodeD(i - 1, j) + NodeD(i, j - 1) 
        End If 
       End If 
     Next j 
    Next i 
         
   '''calculate NodeOD(),count from left buttom 
  For i = 1 To Mnode 
   For j = 1 To Nnode 
     NodeOD(i, j) = NodeO(i, j) * NodeD(Mnode - i + 1, Nnode - j + 1) 
   Next j 
  Next i 
' TotRoute = Node(1, 1) 
  '''output NodeOD on sheet MN, 
  Sheets("MN").Select 
     Cells.Select 
     Selection.ClearContents 
  Worksheets("MN").Cells(1, 1).Select 
  For i = 1 To Mnode 
   Worksheets("MN").Cells(i + 1, 1).Value = Mnode - i + 1 
   For j = 1 To Nnode 
     Worksheets("MN").Cells(1, j + 1).Value = j 
     Worksheets("MN").Cells(i + 1, j + 1) = NodeOD(Mnode - i + 1, j) 
   Next j 
  Next i 
  
  ''setup sheet MN% total 
     Sheets("MN").Select 
     Cells.Select 
     Application.CutCopyMode = False 
     Selection.Copy 
     Sheets("MN% total").Select 
     Cells.Select 
     ActiveSheet.Paste 
  For i = 1 To Mnode 
   For j = 1 To Nnode 
     Worksheets("MN% total").Cells(i + 1, j + 1).Value = NodeOD(Mnode - i + 1, j) / TotRoute 
   Next j 
  Next i 
  ''setup sheet MN% 
     Sheets("MN").Select 
     Cells.Select 
     Application.CutCopyMode = False 
     Selection.Copy 
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     Sheets("MN%").Select 
     Cells.Select 
     ActiveSheet.Paste 
  For i = 1 To Mnode 
   For j = 1 To Nnode 
     Worksheets("MN%").Cells(i + 1, j + 1).Value = NodeOD(Mnode - i + 1, j) / NodeOD(1, 1) 
   Next j 
  Next i 
 ''setup node% in temp sheet 
    '''clear contents 
    Sheets("temp").Select 
    Columns("B:D").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
    '''input node% 
    Range("B1").Select 
    For i = 1 To Mnode 
     For j = 1 To Nnode 
          ActiveCell.Value = NodeOD(i, j) 
          ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Value = i 
          ActiveCell.Offset(0, 2).Value = j 
          ActiveCell.Offset(1, 0).Select 
     Next j 
    Next i 
    '''sort 
    Columns("B:D").Select 
    Selection.Sort Key1:=Range("B1"), Order1:=xlAscending, Header:=xlGuess, _ 






 'cut CI nodes 
 ReDim left(Totnode) As Double 
 Dim temp, temp1, l, n As Double 
  
 If c = True Then 
    l = TotRoute 
    n = 0 
    ''cut node 
    Do While (l > Rndup(CI * TotRoute)) 'And s = False) 
        Sheets("temp").Select 
        Range("B1").Select 
        temp = l 
        n = n + 1 
        Do While ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Value <> Empty 
         temp = temp - ActiveCell.Value 
         i = ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Value 
         j = ActiveCell.Offset(0, 2).Value 
         temp1 = temp - NodeOD(Mnode - i + 1, Nnode - j + 1) 
         If (temp >= Rndup(CI * TotRoute) And temp1 >= Rndup(CI * TotRoute)) Then 
            i = ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Value 
            j = ActiveCell.Offset(0, 2).Value 
            NodeO(i, j) = 0 
            NodeD(Mnode - i + 1, Nnode - j + 1) = 0 
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            NodeO(Mnode - i + 1, Nnode - j + 1) = 0 
            NodeD(i, j) = 0 
            left(n) = temp 
         Else 
            Exit Do 
           ' s = True 
         End If 
         ActiveCell.Offset(1, 0).Select 
        Loop 
     
        ''recalculate NodeOD 
         '''calculate NodeO(),count from left buttom. 
         For i = 1 To Mnode 
          For j = 1 To Nnode 
            If (i = 1 And j = 1) Then 
             NodeO(i, j) = 1 
            Else 
             If NodeO(i, j) <> 0 Then 
                NodeO(i, j) = NodeO(i - 1, j) + NodeO(i, j - 1) 
             End If 
            End If 
          Next j 
         Next i 
         
          '''calculate NodeD(),count from upper right 
         For i = 1 To Mnode 
          For j = 1 To Nnode 
            If (i = 1 And j = 1) Then 
             NodeD(i, j) = 1 
            Else 
             If NodeD(i, j) <> 0 Then 
                NodeD(i, j) = NodeD(i - 1, j) + NodeD(i, j - 1) 
             End If 
            End If 
          Next j 
         Next i 
         
          '''calculate NodeOD(),count from left buttom 
         For i = 1 To Mnode 
          For j = 1 To Nnode 
            NodeOD(i, j) = NodeO(i, j) * NodeD(Mnode - i + 1, Nnode - j + 1) 
          Next j 
         Next i 
       ' TotRoute = Node(1, 1) 
        ''setup node% in temp sheet 
           '''clear contents 
           Sheets("temp").Select 
           Columns("B:D").Select 
           Selection.ClearContents 
           '''input node% 
           Range("B1").Select 
           For i = 1 To Mnode 
            For j = 1 To Nnode 
                 ActiveCell.Value = NodeOD(i, j) 
                 ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Value = i 
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                 ActiveCell.Offset(0, 2).Value = j 
                 ActiveCell.Offset(1, 0).Select 
            Next j 
           Next i 
           '''sort 
           Columns("B:D").Select 
           Selection.Sort Key1:=Range("B1"), Order1:=xlAscending, Header:=xlGuess, _ 
               OrderCustom:=1, MatchCase:=False, Orientation:=xlTopToBottom 
                
        '''update left # 
        If left(n) = left(n - 1) Then 
            Exit Do 
        Else 
           l = NodeOD(1, 1) 
        End If 
          
    Loop 
     
         '''output NodeOD on sheet MN, 
         Sheets("MN").Select 
            Cells.Select 
            Selection.ClearContents 
         Worksheets("MN").Cells(1, 1).Select 
         For i = 1 To Mnode 
          Worksheets("MN").Cells(i + 1, 1).Value = Mnode - i + 1 
          For j = 1 To Nnode 
            Worksheets("MN").Cells(1, j + 1).Value = j 
            Worksheets("MN").Cells(i + 1, j + 1) = NodeOD(Mnode - i + 1, j) 
          Next j 
         Next i 
         
         ''setup sheet MN% total 
            Sheets("MN").Select 
            Cells.Select 
            Application.CutCopyMode = False 
            Selection.Copy 
            Sheets("MN% total").Select 
            Cells.Select 
            ActiveSheet.Paste 
         For i = 1 To Mnode 
          For j = 1 To Nnode 
            Worksheets("MN% total").Cells(i + 1, j + 1).Value = NodeOD(Mnode - i + 1, j) / TotRoute 
          Next j 
         Next i 
         ''setup sheet MN% 
            Sheets("MN").Select 
            Cells.Select 
            Application.CutCopyMode = False 
            Selection.Copy 
            Sheets("MN%").Select 
            Cells.Select 
            ActiveSheet.Paste 
         For i = 1 To Mnode 
          For j = 1 To Nnode 
            Worksheets("MN%").Cells(i + 1, j + 1).Value = NodeOD(Mnode - i + 1, j) / NodeOD(1, 1) 
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          Next j 
         Next i 
 End If 
  




 Dim dx, dy, d, oldX, oldY, newX, newY, maxX, maxY, maxd As Double 
 dx = Mnode - 1 
 dy = Nnode - 1 





 Do While ActiveCell.Offset(0, -2).Value <> Empty 
    oldX = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -3).Value 
    oldY = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -2).Value 
    newX = ((oldX - 1) / (dx / d) + (dy / d) * ((oldY - 1) - (oldX - 1) * (dy / dx))) / d 
    newY = ((dx / d) * ((oldY - 1) - (oldX - 1) * (dy / dx))) / d 
    ActiveCell.Value = newX 
    ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Value = newY 
    ActiveCell.Offset(1, 0).Select 
 Loop 
 'calculate the total distance from remaining node to the origin and destination. 
 'find the node with the highest value of distance from OD. get its distance value. 
 'max=SQRT(F30^2+G30^2)+SQRT((F30-1)^2+G30^2) 
 Range("B1").Select 
 Do While ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Value <> Empty 
    maxX = ActiveCell.Offset(0, 4).Value 
    maxY = ActiveCell.Offset(0, 5).Value 
    maxd = Sqr(maxX ^ 2 + maxY ^ 2) + Sqr((maxX - 1) ^ 2 + maxY ^ 2) 
    If ActiveCell.Value <> 0 Then 
        ActiveCell.Offset(0, 8).Value = maxd 
    End If 
    ActiveCell.Offset(1, 0).Select 
 Loop 
    'sort 
    Columns("J:J").Select 
    Selection.Sort Key1:=Range("J1"), Order1:=xlDescending, Header:=xlGuess, _ 
      OrderCustom:=1, MatchCase:=False, Orientation:=xlTopToBottom 
    Range("I1").Value = Range("J1").Value 
End Sub 
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Appendix B: r value for different OD pairs 
 
 
m n Euclidean- d Manhattan-d θ (degree) 
10 1.0000 10.00 10 0.00 




10 2 1.1018 10.20 12 11.31 
10 3 1.1542 10.44 13 16.70 
10 4 1.1344 10.77 14 21.80 
10 5 1.1805 11.18 15 26.57 
10 6 11.66 16 30.96 
10 7 1.1830 12.21 17 34.99 
10 8 1.1534 12.81 18 38.66 
10 9 1.1607 13.45 19 41.99 
10 10 1.1662 14.14 20 45.00 
20 0 1.0000 20.00 20 0.00 
20 2 1.0460 20.10 22 5.71 
20 4 1.0835 20.40 24 11.31 
20 6 1.1122 20.88 26 16.70 
20 8 1.0972 21.54 28 21.80 
20 10 1.1127 22.36 30 26.57 
20 12 1.0973 23.32 32 30.96 
20 14 1.1032 24.41 34 34.99 
20 16 1.0969 25.61 36 38.66 
20 18 1.0906 26.91 38 41.99 
20 20 1.0886 28.28 40 45.00 
30 0 1.0000 30.00 30 0.00 
30 3 1.0366 30.15 33 5.71 
30 6 1.0563 30.59 36 11.31 
30 9 1.0726 31.32 39 16.70 
30 12 1.0847 32.31 42 21.80 
30 15 1.0719 33.54 45 26.57 
30 18 1.0775 34.99 48 30.96 
30 21 1.0725 36.62 51 34.99 
30 24 1.0720 38.42 54 38.66 
30 27 1.0668 40.36 57 41.99 
30 30 1.0652 42.43 60 45.00 
40 0 1.0000 40.00 40 0.00 
40 4 1.0271 40.20 44 5.71 
40 8 1.0414 40.79 48 11.31 
40 12 1.0536 41.76 52 16.70 
40 16 1.0622 43.08 56 21.80 
40 20 1.0671 44.72 60 26.57 
40 24 1.0636 46.65 64 30.96 
40 28 1.0590 48.83 68 34.99 
40 32 1.0563 51.22 72 38.66 
40 36 1.0530 53.81 76 41.99 
40 40 1.0495 56.57 80 45.00 
1.1531 
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50 0 1.0000 50.00 50 0.00 
50 5 1.0366 50.25 55 5.71 
50 10 1.0490 50.99 60 11.31 
50 15 1.0425 52.20 65 16.70 
50 20 1.0491 53.85 70 21.80 
50 25 1.0528 55.90 75 26.57 
50 30 1.0541 58.31 80 30.96 
50 35 1.0499 61.03 85 34.99 
50 40 1.0476 64.03 90 38.66 
50 45 1.0446 67.27 95 41.99 
50 50 1.0419 70.71 100 45.00 
60 0 1.0000 60.00 60 0.00 
60 6 1.0304 60.30 66 5.71 
60 12 1.0406 61.19 72 11.31 
60 18 1.0474 62.64 78 16.70 
60 24 1.0406 64.62 84 21.80 
60 30 1.0435 67.08 90 26.57 
60 36 1.0446 69.97 96 30.96 
60 42 1.0440 73.24 102 34.99 
60 48 1.0409 76.84 108 38.66 
60 54 1.0378 80.72 114 41.99 
60 60 1.0348 84.85 120 45.00 
70 0 1.0000 70.00 70 0.00 
70 7 1.0260 70.35 77 5.71 
70 14 1.0346 71.39 84 11.31 
70 21 1.0404 73.08 91 16.70 
70 28 1.0436 75.39 98 21.80 
70 35 1.0418 78.26 105 26.57 
70 42 1.0410 81.63 112 30.96 
70 49 1.0394 85.45 119 34.99 
70 56 1.0372 89.64 126 38.66 
70 63 1.0334 94.18 133 41.99 
70 70 1.0302 98.99 140 45.00 
80 0 1.0000 80.00 80 0.00 
80 8 1.0227 80.40 88 5.71 
80 16 1.0302 81.58 96 11.31 
80 24 1.0352 83.52 104 16.70 
80 32 1.0380 86.16 112 21.80 
80 40 1.0363 89.44 120 26.57 
80 48 1.0355 93.30 128 30.96 
80 56 1.0341 97.65 136 34.99 
80 64 1.0321 102.45 144 38.66 
80 72 1.0300 107.63 152 41.99 
80 80 1.0278 113.14 160 45.00 
90 0 1.0000 90.00 90 0.00 
90 9 1.0202 90.45 99 5.71 
90 18 1.0268 91.78 108 11.31 
90 27 1.0312 93.96 117 16.70 
90 36 1.0336 96.93 126 21.80 
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90 45 1.0344 100.62 135 26.57 
90 54 1.0313 104.96 144 30.96 
90 63 1.0306 109.86 153 34.99 
90 72 1.0286 115.26 162 38.66 
90 81 1.0271 121.08 171 41.99 
90 90 1.0247 127.28 180 45.00 
100 0 1.0000 100.00 100 0.00 
100 10 1.0181 100.50 110 5.71 
100 20 1.0241 101.98 120 11.31 
100 30 1.0280 104.40 130 16.70 
100 40 1.0301 107.70 140 21.80 
100 50 1.0308 111.80 150 26.57 
100 60 1.0305 116.62 160 30.96 
100 70 1.0272 122.07 170 34.99 
100 80 1.0264 128.06 180 38.66 
100 90 1.0241 134.54 190 41.99 
100 100 1.0231 141.42 200 45.00 
110 0 1.0000 110.00 110 0.00 
110 11 1.0165 110.55 121 5.71 
110 22 1.0218 112.18 132 11.31 
110 33 1.0254 114.84 143 16.70 
110 44 1.0273 118.47 154 21.80 
110 55 1.0279 122.98 165 26.57 
110 66 1.0278 128.28 176 30.96 
110 77 1.0266 134.27 187 34.99 
110 88 1.0239 140.87 198 38.66 
110 99 1.0226 147.99 209 41.99 
110 110 1.0208 155.56 220 45.00 
120 0 1.0000 120.00 120 0.00 
120 12 1.0158 120.60 132 5.71 
120 24 1.0200 122.38 144 11.31 
120 36 1.0232 125.28 156 16.70 
120 48 1.0250 129.24 168 21.80 
120 60 1.0255 134.16 180 26.57 
120 72 1.0254 139.94 192 30.96 
120 84 1.0243 146.48 204 34.99 
120 96 1.0229 153.67 216 38.66 
120 108 1.0214 161.44 228 41.99 
120 120 1.0195 169.71 240 45.00 
130 0 1.0000 130.00 130 0.00 
130 13 1.0145 130.65 143 5.71 
130 26 1.0184 132.57 156 11.31 
130 39 1.0214 135.72 169 16.70 
130 52 1.0230 140.01 182 21.80 
130 65 1.0247 145.34 195 26.57 
130 78 1.0233 151.60 208 30.96 
130 91 1.0232 158.69 221 34.99 
130 104 1.0212 166.48 234 38.66 
130 117 1.0199 174.90 247 41.99 
132 
130 130 1.0183 183.85 260 45.00 
140 0 1.0000 140.00 140 0.00 
140 14 1.0135 140.70 154 5.71 
140 28 1.0176 142.77 168 11.31 
140 42 1.0198 146.16 182 16.70 
140 56 1.0213 150.78 196 21.80 
140 70 1.0228 156.52 210 26.57 
140 84 1.0229 163.27 224 30.96 
140 98 1.0215 170.89 238 34.99 
140 112 1.0200 179.29 252 38.66 
140 126 1.0184 188.35 266 41.99 
140 140 1.0171 197.99 280 45.00 
150 0 1.0000 150.00 150 0.00 
150 15 1.0126 150.75 165 5.71 
150 30 1.0164 152.97 180 11.31 
150 45 1.0185 156.60 195 16.70 
150 60 1.0199 161.55 210 21.80 
150 75 1.0213 167.71 225 26.57 
150 90 1.0213 174.93 240 30.96 
150 105 1.0200 183.10 255 34.99 
150 120 1.0186 192.09 270 38.66 
150 135 1.0174 201.80 285 41.99 







Appendix C: Ellipse Model Empirical Test Results 
 
d r c γa γb 
9.8 1.139679 0.5 0.569839 0.273344
11.7 1.070604 0.5 0.535302 0.191176
14.3 1.070604 0.5 0.535302 0.191176
9.2 1.426733 0.5 0.713367 0.508814
9.0 1 0.5 0.5 0
11.0 1.181071 0.5 0.590536 0.314217
8.5 1.089318 0.5 0.544659 0.215994
10.0 1.140322 0.5 0.570161 0.274013
8.6 1.053466 0.5 0.526733 0.165673
11.0 1.004858 0.5 0.502429 0.049345
8.1 1.021559 0.5 0.510779 0.104381
8.5 1.1589 0.5 0.57945 0.292852
13.8 1.094127 0.5 0.547064 0.221988
6.3 1.174874 0.5 0.587437 0.308354
10.0 1.081025 0.5 0.540512 0.205314
11.1 1.146706 0.5 0.573353 0.280595
10.6 1.066233 0.5 0.533116 0.184968
9.1 1.039626 0.5 0.519813 0.142146
9.2 1.091405 0.5 0.545703 0.218612
14.0 1.041868 0.5 0.520934 0.146193
19.3 1.029992 0.5 0.514996 0.123372
21.3 1.016709 0.5 0.508354 0.091784
19.6 1.039172 0.5 0.519586 0.141314
18.1 1.104315 0.5 0.552158 0.234261
13.8 1.1675 0.5 0.58375 0.301271
18.4 1.04148 0.5 0.52074 0.1455
14.6 1.051177 0.5 0.525588 0.161997
20.8 1.043061 0.5 0.521531 0.148305
20.6 1.110257 0.5 0.555129 0.24118
20.6 1.069174 0.5 0.534587 0.189165
21.0 1.058251 0.5 0.529126 0.17313
19.2 1.053466 0.5 0.526733 0.165673
19.7 1.087641 0.5 0.54382 0.213871
19.8 1.040016 0.5 0.520008 0.142857
13.5 1.1152 0.5 0.5576 0.246815
18.0 1.06018 0.5 0.53009 0.176055
19.4 1.105871 0.5 0.552936 0.236089
19.9 1.036237 0.5 0.518119 0.13582
18.4 1.046581 0.5 0.52329 0.154379
20.6 1.063512 0.5 0.531756 0.181009
31.1 1.005141 0.5 0.502571 0.050767
29.1 1.107523 0.5 0.553761 0.238016
25.7 1.050891 0.5 0.525446 0.161533
29.1 1.012494 0.5 0.506247 0.079284
26.2 1.059635 0.5 0.529817 0.175233
28.5 1.029497 0.5 0.514749 0.122336
30.9 1.0872 0.5 0.5436 0.21331
31.8 1.03888 0.5 0.51944 0.140776
134 
135 
29.8 1.0185 0.5 0.50925 0.096621
30.1 1.064304 0.5 0.532152 0.18217
36.5 1.0832 0.5 0.5416 0.20816
30.8 1.073926 0.5 0.536963 0.195778
29.7 1.0958 0.5 0.5479 0.224041
29.1 1.001914 0.5 0.500957 0.030949
31.1 1.042463 0.5 0.521232 0.14725
34.1 1.0675 0.5 0.53375 0.186786
34.7 1.03197 0.5 0.515985 0.127438
25.7 1.080276 0.5 0.540138 0.204326
29.2 1.052306 0.5 0.526153 0.16382
35.4 1.037231 0.5 0.518616 0.137703
39.0 1.013487 0.5 0.506744 0.082396
39.2 1.017382 0.5 0.508691 0.093631
39.4 1.040346 0.5 0.520173 0.143457
42.9 1.0692 0.5 0.5346 0.189201
39.1 1.037701 0.5 0.51885 0.138585
36.0 1.019081 0.5 0.509541 0.098141
38.3 1.029898 0.5 0.514949 0.123177
40.2 1.028271 0.5 0.514136 0.119731
45.0 1.040158 0.5 0.520079 0.143116
41.2 1.006083 0.5 0.503042 0.055235
44.7 1.046435 0.5 0.523218 0.154132
41.0 1.008195 0.5 0.504098 0.064145
39.4 1.045699 0.5 0.522849 0.152877
40.0 1.022393 0.5 0.511197 0.106405
40.1 1.008318 0.5 0.504159 0.064626
39.1 1.062977 0.5 0.531488 0.180222
39.2 1.0805 0.5 0.54025 0.204622
38.9 1.054652 0.5 0.527326 0.16755
35.2 1.005973 0.5 0.502987 0.054732
34.9 1.021877 0.5 0.510938 0.105157
48.2 1.034655 0.5 0.517328 0.13277
50.5 1.013974 0.5 0.506987 0.083881
50.0 1.01619 0.5 0.508095 0.090336
48.1 1.085005 0.5 0.542502 0.210497
49.7 1.019266 0.5 0.509633 0.09862
50.3 1.051599 0.5 0.525799 0.162681
48.3 1.0705 0.5 0.53525 0.19103
55.0 1.013977 0.5 0.506989 0.08389
50.4 1.055704 0.5 0.527852 0.169198
44.4 1.0268 0.5 0.5134 0.116531
49.1 1.009108 0.5 0.504554 0.067637
48.1 1.009267 0.5 0.504633 0.068226
48.4 1.012992 0.5 0.506496 0.080859
48.8 1.022886 0.5 0.511443 0.107583
54.5 1.052917 0.5 0.526459 0.164799
44.7 1.016436 0.5 0.508218 0.091024
51.2 1.031406 0.5 0.515703 0.126291
54.0 1.0272 0.5 0.5136 0.117409
54.2 1.0299 0.5 0.51495 0.123181
54.8 1.01533 0.5 0.507665 0.087886
59.6 1.032006 0.5 0.516003 0.127512
136 
53.7 1.044915 0.5 0.522457 0.151531
59.7 1.014643 0.5 0.507322 0.085879
58.2 1.050606 0.5 0.525303 0.16107
58.2 1.048366 0.5 0.524183 0.157378
61.3 1.017898 0.5 0.508949 0.095023
60.0 1.022905 0.5 0.511452 0.107627
61.4 1.0553 0.5 0.52765 0.168566
60.8 1.028744 0.5 0.514372 0.120743
63.2 1.018901 0.5 0.50945 0.097671
60.6 1.004696 0.5 0.502348 0.048512
58.4 1.005276 0.5 0.502638 0.051431
60.4 1.038432 0.5 0.519216 0.139947
59.2 1.004202 0.5 0.502101 0.045886
64.3 1.013058 0.5 0.506529 0.081067
63.5 1.0065 0.5 0.50325 0.057101
66.4 1.016794 0.5 0.508397 0.09202
59.1 1.01011 0.5 0.505055 0.071276
56.1 1.034278 0.5 0.517139 0.132034
59.1 1.0403 0.5 0.52015 0.143374
66.4 1.0426 0.5 0.5213 0.147491
70.7 1.004141 0.5 0.50207 0.045548
69.1 1.014174 0.5 0.507087 0.084483
68.6 1.004332 0.5 0.502166 0.04659
70.5 1.030097 0.5 0.515049 0.123592
68.6 1.031108 0.5 0.515554 0.125682
70.0 1.001198 0.5 0.500599 0.024478
68.9 1.028271 0.5 0.514135 0.11973
76.2 1.0132 0.5 0.5066 0.081508
71.6 1.043385 0.5 0.521693 0.148873
75.7 1.0177 0.5 0.50885 0.09449
65.9 1.03147 0.5 0.515735 0.126422
74.3 1.00848 0.5 0.50424 0.065254
69.1 1.002878 0.5 0.501439 0.037964
69.9 1.020877 0.5 0.510439 0.102701
74.6 1.025673 0.5 0.512836 0.114023
71.6 1.035592 0.5 0.517796 0.134583
68.2 1.008421 0.5 0.504211 0.065025
69.9 1.024519 0.5 0.512259 0.111399
69.3 1.019887 0.5 0.509944 0.100212
79.9 1.018627 0.5 0.509313 0.096954
83.6 1.025826 0.5 0.512913 0.114367
79.1 1.031144 0.5 0.515572 0.125756
79.0 1.024617 0.5 0.512309 0.111625
78.5 1.03057 0.5 0.515285 0.124574
81.7 1.010661 0.5 0.50533 0.073204
80.8 1.035805 0.5 0.517903 0.134993
83.3 1.046712 0.5 0.523356 0.154601
79.7 1.016873 0.5 0.508436 0.092236
79.1 1.007063 0.5 0.503532 0.059532
79.1 1.009312 0.5 0.504656 0.068394
80.2 1.023402 0.5 0.511701 0.108802
85.7 1.022798 0.5 0.511399 0.107372
79.4 1.021435 0.5 0.510717 0.104078
137 
78.6 1.0448 0.5 0.5224 0.151333
79.2 1.05618 0.5 0.52809 0.169938
78.4 1.037831 0.5 0.518915 0.138828
80.2 1.01079 0.5 0.505395 0.073648
84.4 1.02399 0.5 0.511995 0.110178
84.9 1.0403 0.5 0.52015 0.143374
88.0 1.005626 0.5 0.502813 0.053112
91.5 1.024611 0.5 0.512306 0.111611
91.2 1.012115 0.5 0.506057 0.078065
89.5 1.020893 0.5 0.510447 0.102741
88.0 1.0358 0.5 0.5179 0.134983
88.0 1.020487 0.5 0.510244 0.101728
88.8 1.013765 0.5 0.506883 0.083246
89.5 1.013483 0.5 0.506741 0.082382
90.0 1.002527 0.5 0.501264 0.035572
90.7 1.010705 0.5 0.505353 0.073357
91.2 1.011008 0.5 0.505504 0.074392
89.8 1.021192 0.5 0.510596 0.103482
86.0 1.037476 0.5 0.518738 0.138163
89.3 1.0286 0.5 0.5143 0.120435
90.5 1.005364 0.5 0.502682 0.051856
88.5 1.008395 0.5 0.504198 0.064925
88.3 1.016635 0.5 0.508318 0.09158
94.4 1.015439 0.5 0.507719 0.088198
91.5 1.017942 0.5 0.508971 0.09514
84.9 1.018813 0.5 0.509406 0.097441
98.3 1.0362 0.5 0.5181 0.135748
100.5 1.0331 0.5 0.51655 0.129707
99.8 1.014051 0.5 0.507026 0.084112
98.0 1.020106 0.5 0.510053 0.100767
99.6 1.011898 0.5 0.505949 0.077358
98.1 1.0204 0.5 0.5102 0.101508
100.2 1.006 0.5 0.503 0.054854
98.2 1.013423 0.5 0.506711 0.082197
102.6 1.0349 0.5 0.51745 0.133246
100.3 1.024405 0.5 0.512202 0.111136
98.0 1.032498 0.5 0.516249 0.128503
96.8 1.0408 0.5 0.5204 0.144278
101.6 1.016518 0.5 0.508259 0.091254
101.6 1.021204 0.5 0.510602 0.10351
94.4 1.032212 0.5 0.516106 0.127927
104.0 1.029453 0.5 0.514727 0.122243
98.1 1.000765 0.5 0.500382 0.01956
96.6 1.027669 0.5 0.513835 0.118431
105.0 1.023808 0.5 0.511904 0.109754
102.6 1.010497 0.5 0.505248 0.072635
110.4 1.029414 0.5 0.514707 0.122161
111.5 1.0195 0.5 0.50975 0.099222
108.8 1.032135 0.5 0.516068 0.127773
108.4 1.016207 0.5 0.508103 0.090383
105.3 1.01053 0.5 0.505265 0.072751
114.8 1.027445 0.5 0.513722 0.117944
106.9 1.0299 0.5 0.51495 0.123181
108.2 1.015582 0.5 0.507791 0.08861
105.3 1.015673 0.5 0.507837 0.088871
108.9 1.032649 0.5 0.516325 0.128807
110.1 1.017324 0.5 0.508662 0.093472
108.7 1.024189 0.5 0.512094 0.110638
111.3 1.025302 0.5 0.512651 0.113185
113.8 1.0078 0.5 0.5039 0.062572
108.2 1.011288 0.5 0.505644 0.075337
108.9 1.0227 0.5 0.51135 0.107139
111.4 1.014007 0.5 0.507004 0.083981
108.9 1.007287 0.5 0.503644 0.060472
108.1 1.013004 0.5 0.506502 0.080897
108.9 1.038588 0.5 0.519294 0.140236
121.8 1.011704 0.5 0.505852 0.076723
118.6 1.010525 0.5 0.505262 0.072732
120.7 1.014163 0.5 0.507082 0.084449
118.2 1.010781 0.5 0.50539 0.073617
122.2 1.0263 0.5 0.51315 0.115425
121.7 1.022862 0.5 0.511431 0.107525
120.3 1.007734 0.5 0.503867 0.062304
121.4 1.0344 0.5 0.5172 0.132272
118.2 1.0187 0.5 0.50935 0.097147
1.030569 0.5 0.515285 0.124573
125.4 1.01943 0.5 0.509715 0.099043
118.1 1.010193 0.5 0.505096 0.071571
118.8 1.023705 0.5 0.511852 0.109512
120.4 1.008002 0.5 0.504001 0.06338
116.4 1.016362 0.5 0.508181 0.090819
118.3 1.0232 0.5 0.5116 0.108326
118.5 1.007997 0.5 0.503998 0.063358
121.2 1.021089 0.5 0.510545 0.103227
115.9 1.0227 0.5 0.51135 0.107139
121.6 1.017877 0.5 0.508939 0.094966
126.5 1.0236 0.5 0.5118 0.109267
128.1 1.025594 0.5 0.512797 0.113844
128.9 1.008188 0.5 0.504094 0.064117
128.2 1.015621 0.5 0.507811 0.088722
130.1 1.02362 0.5 0.51181 0.109314
131.0 1.0177 0.5 0.50885 0.09449
128.2 1.022341 0.5 0.51117 0.106279
129.1 1.020981 0.5 0.510491 0.102959
130.9 1.0227 0.5 0.51135 0.107139
131.1 1.021836 0.5 0.510918 0.105058
129.6 1.013233 0.5 0.506617 0.081612
133.3 1.0087 0.5 0.50435 0.066098
131.7 1.007014 0.5 0.503507 0.059326
128.1 1.029737 0.5 0.514869 0.12284
128.4 1.016253 0.5 0.508126 0.090512
132.5 1.0132 0.5 0.5066 0.081508
129.5 1.015443 0.5 0.507722 0.088212
126.2 1.0159 0.5 0.50795 0.089516
133.1 1.022055 0.5 0.511027 0.105589
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